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Satellite TV receiving systems

Ten dogs in TV repair
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SWITCH YOUR TV
TO SIX DIFFF.R6N'!
PROGRAM SOURCES
ELECTRONICALLY!

Model SlOW

10.8" wide; 2.7" high; 7.28" deep

Now, with the Zenith Video Organizer
at your command, you switch your TV

electronically...from one function or
program source to another...free of the
nuisance of changing cable connections by hand.
You select any one of six different pro-

gram sources for viewing, including
up to three different sources for recording. You can even watch one program
source while recording another.
Fact is, you can watch your favorite

football team in action while simultaneously recording another game...the
news...or some other program for
playback at another time. All this without
having to change cable connections
by hand!

Thanks to the Zenith Video Orgando all your TV switching electronically -- from one program source or
function to another with push-button
izer, you

ease.
It's this crisp, electronic push-button

versatility of the Video Organizer

-

achieved by typically Zenith advanced
engineering that brings the television
receiver closer to its promised service
as a combination home entertainment
and information center all -in -one.
If you, of all people in the electronics
business, are not switching your own TV
electronically, call and have your Zenith
parts distributor introduce you to the
Video Organizer...and the broadest ever line of Zenith video accessories.
Call now. Chances are there's still
time to strike it rich with the one line of
video accessories as good as its name.
You'll see. There's more to today's Zenith
than meets the eye! Check with your
Zenith distributor now!

-
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9 GOOD REASONS
WHY MCM IS THE

ONLY ELECTRONICS
PARTS COMPANY
YOU'LL EVER NEED.
Your toll free call to one of our "9 Good Reasons"
will show you what it really means to be a
satisfied customer. Do it today.

Our friendly, knowledgeable salespeople
take pride in fulfilling your business needs
and giving the prompt, personal attention
you deserve. You can count on it.
You can also count on 24 hour shipment of

over 4500 parts in stock, including the
largest selection of original Japanese
semiconductors in the country.
And best of all, you can count on saving
money with MCM's quality electronic parts.
Our prices are among the lowest in the
industry, quite often by a wide margin.

CALL OR WRITE TODAY
FOR YOUR FREE
120 PAGE CATALOG!

OVER 4500 ITEMS!
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-543-4330
(in Ohio ,1-800-762-4315)

mcm
ELECTRONICS
858

E.

Congress Park Drive, Centerville, Ohio 45459
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Ten dogs in TV repair
By Homer L. Davidson
Difficult -to-diagnose TV problems can waste a lot of time.
Ten actual case histories are explained here to illustrate

various troubleshooting techniques.

42

Introduction to satellite TV receiving systems
By Martin Clifford
Clifford continues his examination of satellite TV receiving
systems and focuses on the signal conversion process in this
third article of the series.

46
An understanding of TVRO,
DBS and other advanced TV
signal delivery systems
requires an understanding of
microwave -frequency
circuits. The article "Low power microwave
generators" in this issue
describes the theory of
operation of some solid-state
microwave devices. (Cover
photo courtesy Comsat, Inc.)
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What do you know about components
By Sam Wilson, CET
In this installment of the series, Wilson discusses the use of
models for analyzing capacitor problems.

50

Low-power microwave generators
By Joseph J. Carr
Satellite TV is only one of the many modern electronic products that operate at microwave frequencies. This second of
three articles explores how solid-state microwave devices
were developed and how they work.
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Next month...
Build this speaker
protector circuit

-
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Test bench speakers take a lot of abuse, often being overdriven or fed from sick amplifiers at extremely high levels.
The speaker protector circuit detailed in next month's article
monitors the speaker lines, watching for a positive or
negative do voltage to appear at the speaker terminals.
September 1984
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Watch your language
Language is one of humankind's most remarkable
achievements. When the grunts and groans of
humans turned into words, real communication
became possible. Language is the facility that allows
our society to function smoothly and harmoniously
(more or less). Differences in language across different societies, on the other hand, impede communication. One of the most formidable barriers to
foreign travel is to learn enough of the language
spoken in the country you're going to visit, enabling
you to get by.
It isn't only among the different nationalities that
language barriers have been erected, though. Every
profession has its own language that effectively
keeps outsiders out. The medical profession has
been branded with the reputation of discussing patient's problems in medical -book language the patients can't understand. Just look around at some of
the other professions: Psychology, politics, accounting, banking, retail sales and manufacturing all have
their own jargon that's difficult to penetrate. And,
of course, nobody understands lawyers.
The world of electronics is no exception. It requires a fair investment in time and effort to learn
the language of electronics. And have you ever
noticed how many glossaries of terms have been
published in various areas of electronics?
I'm convinced that if you really want to understand a subject, like electronics, you have to be a stu-

ELECTROAIO

dent of the language, and care enough to dig into the
meanings and origins of words. Taking my own advice, I've recently started doing just that. Do you
have any idea where the word electronics itself
comes from? A little trip to any dictionary will
reveal that electronics can be traced, ultimately, to
the Greek word electron, meaning amber. Early experiments with static electricity involved amber,
which attracts and then repels small bits of paper or
other substances when rubbed.
Many other electronics terms don't yield quite as
easily. For example, a look through my American
Heritage Dictionary of the English language gives a
definition of klystron and goes on to give the origin
of the word as from the Greek kluster, syringe,
clyster pipe, from kluzein, to wash out. That's interesting, but what does all that have to do with microwave. And, when I looked up the term aquadag, that
conductive material sprayed on the inside of picture
tubes, I struck out completely. I plan to keep look-

ing, however.
Knowing the language won't make anyone an expert in any profession or pursuit, but it does remove
one of the barriers and makes learning everything
else about that area of study a whole lot easier.
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Small prices to pay for quality

Before you invest in your next DMM,
consider quality and features-not price
alone. As in any good investment, the initial cost of extra value will be returned
through years of top performance and
reliable service.
The 80206 Series set the world stan-

dard for ruggedness, performance and
accuracy.
8024B. Peak Hold, Temperature and

Logic Level Test Capability for Just
$249. The 11 -function 8024B offers a
powerful package of special features.
Attach a K -type thermocouple, and it
displays temperature readings in degrees
Celsius. Trigger Peak Hold, and it captures elusive voltage or current surges
for you to record them. Plus, you can
perform logic level checks and visual

or audible continuity tests.
802CB. The Industry Standard for
Only $194. The 80206 is preferred by
engineers, technicians and service people
worldwiide. Its quality, ruggedness and
extensive overload protection led the way
for UL listing for the entire 8020B Series.
8026B. True RMS Accuracy. Now for
$199! If your applications include meas-

urements of non -sinusoidal waveforms,
our 80266 features true RMS ac capability, plus 10 kHz ac band width ... at

FROM THE WORLD LEADER
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS.
8020B

80246

8026B

$194'

$249'

$199'

0.1% basic dc

0.10/o

accuracy
fast audible
continuity
2 -year warranty &
calibration cycle

accuracy
last audible
continuity
temperature
peak -hold
logic level detection
2 -year warranty &
calibration cycle
U.L. 1244 listed

U.L 1244 listed

0.1°/o basic dc

basic dc

accuracy
fast audible
continuity
true MIS
2 -year

warranty

U. L. 1244

listed

'Suggested U.S. list price

a new tow price.

IN THE

U.S. AND NON EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

IN EUROPE.

Each of our 80206 series DMMs are
backed by a full two-year warranty. So

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P O Box C9090, M/S 250C
Everett, WA 98206
(206) 356-5400 Tlx 152662

Fluke (Holland) B.V.
P O Box 5053. 5004 E8
Tilburg, The Netherlands
(013) 673-973 Tlx: 52237

why settle for less, when you can own
a

Fluke?
For your nearest distributor or more

IFLUKEI

information, call toll -free 1-800-426-0361.

data circle number 5.
°Copyright 1984. John Fluke Co.. Inc. All rights reserved. Ad No. 4701-8020/4/6. For technical
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New PCs
may be
a steel
Augmentative replacement process allows circuits to be printed
on almost any surface

Wouldn't it be a shock to open up
the back of a TV set to service it,
and find a printed circuit board
made of steel? Well, it isn't likely
to happen any time soon, but
through a new printed circuit process developed by the General
Electric Company, circuits can be
printed not only on steel, but also
on plastics, glass or even paper.
Covered by a number of patents,
the new technology will enable
printed circuit producers to realize
cost savings ranging into the
millions of dollars a year. The process is simple and low in cost, and
it results in printed circuits that, in
many applications, can directly
replace those produced by conventional techniques.
Fundamental to the new process
is a family of special metallic inks
consisting of a liquid polymer
(several different types can be
employed) loaded with fine,
powdered metals-a mixture of
iron and nickel.
To define a circuit pattern, the
polymer ink is transferred to an insulating substrate (for example,
circuit board) by a process known
as screen printing. A standard
technique for circuit patterning,
screen printing makes use of an
6
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ultra -fine mesh (resembling window screen, but much finer) in
which all areas other than those
defining the circuit are blocked out
to form a sort of stencil. The ink is
then pushed through the openings

in the screen - to define the circuit
pattern employing a squeegee.
After the circuit board has been
patterned in this manner, it is run
through an oven to harden and
cure the ink. This process takes
about 20 minutes, employing a
conventional cross -flow oven, or as
little as one minute with an infrared oven. Then the circuit is
plated with copper to make it electrically conductive by dunking it in
a special copper sulfate bath.
When the circuit board is immersed in this bath, a chemical
reaction is initiated because of the
dissimilar metals - the iron and
nickel in the cured pattern ink and
the copper in the plating bath. As a
result, some of the metal powder
in the cured pattern ink dissolves
(going into solution as ferric sulfate), and pure copper from the
copper sulfate bath takes its place.
The process is known as augmentative replacement because the
copper in the plating bath
augments and replaces the metal
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powder in the printed conductor

pattern.
The plating process takes about
five minutes (vs. as much as eight
hours for conventional electroless

plating techniques) and produces a
contiguous layer of copper along
the conductor pattern. This copper
film is highly conductive and can
be soldered without special
preparations. Extensive tests have
established that it adheres tightly
to the substrate, even under conditions of sustained high temperature and humidity.
With the new process, circuits
can be printed on virtually any
substrate. As mentioned at the
outset, in addition to the standard
phenolic insulating board, the list
includes all kinds of plastics, glass,
paper and even steel.
In many respects, steel is ideal.
It is low in cost and strong, and it
is a good conductor of heat (to help
dissipate that which is produced by
electronic devices mounted on it).
The fact that it is electrically conductive is its only major drawback.
To overcome this problem, GE
Research and Development Center
researchers developed a family of
special polymer insulations. Applied to the steel by dip- 'or roll -

We advanced the technology

to make the soldering
simple.

By cnìanging

the grounded

heat sensing tips, tile Wéller WTCPR
automatically controls output and
temperature in three stages (600°F
70t:r°F and 800°F). Once selected, you
can be assure: of constant, accurate
temperature control without dials tc
turn or settings to watch. To make
u'king with sensitive component.
that cafe and simple, Weller lias incorratc state-of-the-art technology intc
attrz, .tive impact resistant case, that,
eal suited to assembly work. Check
with your Electronics Distributor.

l
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materials are based on a proprietary catalyst that enables
them to be cured under ultraviolet
lamps in just three seconds. They
are flexible, enabling the steel to
be bent if desired, and they have
high dielectric strength.
The same polymer insulations
can be employed in the fabrication
of multi -layer circuits - complex
assemblies consisting of individual
printed circuits built up layer upon
layer (like the floors of a multistory house). Because of the
almost instantaneous curing, the
use of these dielectrics to provide
insulation between the various
conducting layers greatly speeds
the fabrication of such circuits.
Compared to conventional techniques, cost savings in excess of
10 to one can be achieved by fabricating multi -layer circuits using
the fast -curing dielectrics in conjunction with the augmentative
replacement process. The base level conductor pattern is screen
printed, cured and copper plated
(as it would be with a single -layer
circuit) and then coated with the
dielectric layer-leaving holes in it
where layer -to -layer electrical interconnections are desired. This
procedure is repeated over and
over to create the required number
of interconnecting layers.
To complement the new
polymer -based conductors and insulating systems, R&D Center
researchers also have developed
polymer -based resistor inks that,
like the conductor inks, are screen
printed on a circuit and then cured
with heat. These low-cost inks
make it possible to lay down hundreds of resistors with one pass of
a screen printer - eliminating the
need to drill holes for individual
resistors and solder them in place.
To avoid the cost of inventorying
numerous resistor formulations of
different resistivities, the GE
researchers came up with two
compatible mixes that can do the
whole job. Virtually any value of
resistance can be obtained by
blending the proper proportions of
mix A and mix B.
The patents granted GE cover
the broad technology, including
the polymer conductors, insulators and resistors, as well as certain specialized
applications.

ase

8

signals through private roof-top
antennas from a satellite, rather
than over the air from a local
broadcasting station or through a

these
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GE establishes
information service

General Electric has established
a computerized customer information network that provides retail
and contract customers instant access to important business information.
GE 724 is a toll -free telephone
service that helps dealers control
inventory and improve their service to consumers by allowing
them to place orders and receive
immediate confirmation of model
mix, product availability and shipping dates. Also, the customer can
change the order virtually at any
time of day or night and that
change will be instantly confirmed.
"GE 724 places finished goods inventory and shipping schedules at
the immediate disposal of the customer. For example, a retailer, upon checking the availability of a
certain product, can order that
product shipped directly to the consumer's home immediately, saving
time and expense," says Richard
B. Williams, general manager of
marketing for GE. Video.

Introduced regionally last

spring, GE 724 is now available in
all GE markets in the United
States.

Satellites target TV interests

Almost 48 million North Americans will be tuning into TV programs broadcast directly from
satellites by 1994, says a new
study from Frost & Sullivan, New
York, NY.
According to Direct Broadcast
Satellite Market, these DBS channels will offer viewers an alternative to lowest common denom-

inator programming by creating
shows that appeal to special interests, such as cooking, opera,
and sporting events. Pay-per -view
(PPV) programming will be offered extensively on DBS. The
DBS service provides for the
direct reception of video and audio
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cable system.
The long-term business potential
of DBS is seen as great: By 1994,
revenues from satellite transponder rentals will reach $764
million, programming fees will
reach $2.8 billion, and equipment
sales will amount to more than $3
billion, predicts the study.

Color printer market
to top $4 billion
The recent widespread adoption
of color monitors and color-capable software will drive color
printer sales to $4.1 billion in 1993,
far beyond the 1984 market of
about $750 million. According to a
new 190 -page report from International Resource Development, a
Norwalk, CT, market research
firm, this 18 percent annual
growth will be fueled mostly by
sales of pen plotters to the scien-

tific/engineering and business
communities, whose appetite for

the generally high -ticket items will
drive the market's revenues.
Honors in the units shipped category, however, are expected to go
to ink jet printers.
The study, Color Printers, concludes that new software packages
will take advantage of increasingly
popular color monitors to accentuate both business graphs and
children's home computer "art." At
the same time, the report says, the
growing demand for color displays
will spark a concurrent call for
printers capable of reproducing
the colorful screens both affordably and with good resolution.
These two factors should boost the
current installed base of 600,000
color printers to some 22.7 million
by the end of 1993, an average annual increase of more than 40 percent.
The IRD study predicts that
revenues from pen plotter sales
will account for approximately 37
percent of all 1993 color printer
business, not surprising considering their usually high price. In unit
terms, however, pen plotters are
seen as finishing third, behind ink
jet (35 percent of all shipments)
and thermal transfer (32 percent)
printers.

Meet Our New LogicScope 136.
.. A True Dual Trace 10 MHz
Digital Storage Scope. Only $495.
LogicScope '11:All'4
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True Dual Trace
10 MHz Real Time Bandwidth
3 Input Channels
I/O Port
Digital Waveform Storage Boolean Waveform Operations
Audio Functions
8.25 (L) x 4.5 (D) x 1.75 (H) Inches
1.25 Pounds
9 Volt Battery/AC Operation
Consider the LogicScope 136
The LogicScope 136 is the next logical step in test instrumentation for you. It combines many of the features and capabilities of sophisticated logic analyzers and oscilloscopes
.

.

.

and it fits in your hand. Never before has so much technology
been available in so small an instrument, at such a low price.
The pocket -sized LogicScope 136 is made possible by a
patented breakthrough in display technology. The conventional cathode ray tube has been replaced by a unique array of
400 LED's that permits simultaneous display of two digital
waveforms.
The 136 can be used for viewing single shot events, or
repetitive waveforms. It can be operated in real time mode, or
in memory mode which permits acquisition and storage of up to
24 128 -bit waveforms. These can be recalled, logically compared (AND, OR, EXCLUSIVE OR) to other stored/input
waveforms, or output to an external device via an RS 232 port.
Its very low cost, convenience and ease -of -use make the
LogicScope the ideal instrument, for designing, troubleshooting or repairing digital systems.

Consider its Engineering & Field Service Applications:

On microprocessor -based systems, check the timing relationship of various parameters relative to the system clock and
other key events. Its storage capability allows visual and logical comparison of non -repetitive waveforms to known reference signals. Output in the start-up of the digital device can be
compared to reference signals to determine the operating state
of the device. Questionable waveforms can be stored for analysis.
Its light weight and small size make the LogicScope convenient to take on every service call. The 136 provides much
more information for trouble shooting a digital system or peripheral th to a logic probe or digital multimeter, without having to lug an oscilloscope or logic analyzer along.

Contact us for the name of your local distributor
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7320 Parkway Drive, Hanover, MD 21076
301-796-3300
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Make the break from mesh to a higher quality seethrough dish. Take a look at Winegard's perforated
aluminum 10 -footer. There's nothing else like it on
the market.

Wind -loading capabilities are outstanding with a
wind survival rate of 125 mph. And, because the
perforation eliminates 36% of the surface area, the
dish diffuses solar heat, decreasing amplifier noise.

Winegard's new dish has a sharp, clean look of
quality. It's a new level of dish technology offering
advantages other see-through dishes can't deliver.
Like 39.5db gain, F/D "Deep Dish" ratio of 0.283,
lightweight yet rugged construction, super -simple
assembly, weather protection, high performance
and a look of class that your customers will
appreciate. What more could you ask for'?

A

PARABOLA
The ultimate goal in designing a satellite dish
create a reflector that is a "true parabola" providing "near -perfect" efficiency.
TRUE

to

is

Winegard engineers have developed the truest
parabolic dish of any of the see-through category.
Each petal, rib and outer ring is stretched -formed to
a parabolic shape with specs so tight it took months
to perfect the process.
Our exclusive extruded rib and locking system has
simplified assembly, eliminating the need for
hundreds of bolts, nuts, washers and fasteners. Every
time you attach a bolt, screw or fastener to a dish
you add another stress point, distorting the shape.
With Winegard's extruded rib and locking system, the
stress is uniform across the dish, maintaining its true
parabolic shape and integrity.

LIGHTWEIGHT BUT RIGID PERFORATED

ALUMINUM
is the Winegard perforated aluminum dish
lightweight and easy to handle, but it is extremely
rugged, durable and well constructed. You can
actually see through the perforated petals which are
constructed of .040 -gauge anodized aluminum. The
extruded aluminum main ribs, which provide the
basic structural support, are 1/8" thick. The locking
ribs are .070" thick and lock the perforated
aluminum petals tightly in place. A double -walled
outer rim provides an area to insert rim splices at all
joints for perfect alignment and additional strength.

Not only

Winegard perforated

SHIPPED IN FOUR SEGMENTS
FOR QUICK AND EASY ASSEMBLY
Winegard's 10 -foot perforated dish is shipped in four
quarters. Total weight is only 92 pounds. It's easy
to handle and transport. All that's required for finished
assembly is fastening the main ribs together with 16
stainless steel nuts & bolts; placing four rim splices into
the outer rim; and securing with 8 screws. Just a
20 to 30 minute job for two people.

EIGHT COMPLETE
10 -FOOT SATELLITE TV

PACKAGES
Winegard offers eight complete 10 -foot perforated
satellite systems that include antenna, pedestal or
post mount, back-up structure, Polarotor I, 24 -channel
receiver, LNA, wire and a choice of motorized or
non -motorized. Available in satin black baked
enamel or smoked chrome anodized finish.

a new standard of excellence.

.

WINEGARD®
SATELLITE SYSTEMS
PRINTED IN U.S.A. WINEGARD COMPANY

3000KIRKWOODSTREET

BURLINGTON, IOWA 52601
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Ten
Dogs
in

TN
Repair
By

Homer

L.

Davidson

Anyone -who has spent hours trying to diagnose a TV problem
understands the term tough-dog
repairs, although they know the
term has nothing to do with
damages inflicted by teeth and
claws of living canines. Instead,
he term describes TV receivers
that stubbornly resist conventional
tests and techniques. These dogs
are universally detested.
It is no coincidence that most difficult problems have intermittent
symptoms, because erratic operation multiplies the difficulties
while you aLLempt to obtain dependable, repeatable and easily interpreted test results.
The use of correct and complete
service data (that includes a
schematic with waveforms and do
voltages) can prevent many
moderately difficult troubleshooting jobs from becoming tough
dogs. Therefore, if you value your
time, always have good service
data handy.
Lack of essential test equipment
also changes routine repairs into
tough dogs. If a good triggered
scope is called for, nothing less will
give satisfactory answers. When a

spph:sticated signal -injection

generators
s thst_tute

needed, using any

wastes too much time.
Don't blame the chassis, when the

12
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shortcoming is with your equipment.
Of course, it's possible to produce dogs by employing any of
several methods that are inappropriate for the specific problem.
Simple tests, such as visual examinations of picture quality and
chassis conditions, can have great
value at times when they are successful. However, they are not adequate for the more -serious defects.
Therefore, the time for simple tests
should be limited to just a few
minutes. Change quickly to DMM,
scope or generator before too
much time is wasted.
Another simple test that has inherent hazards is the common
practice of rotating many adjustment controls (such as horizontal
hold, vertical hold, vertical height,
AGC, focus, centering and screen
color tracking) just to "see what
happens." Granted, these easy adjustments sometimes reveal an erratic control or an allied defect.
Unfortunately, excessive rotation
that ends with the control at a different point than the beginning position can cause other problems or
3bscure the original one. If the
symptom of defect is triggered by
pertain am_plit:des, the adjustment change might stop the symptom temporari=y. Therefore., any
tests performed by control adjustments must be carefully done {with
minimum r)tatiuor.), or the draw-

you still believe in me,save me.
For nearly a hundred years, the Statue of Liberty
has been America's most powerful symbol of freedom
and hope. Today the corrosive action of almost a
century of weather and salt air has eaten away at the
iron framework; etched holes in the copper exterior.
On Ellis Island, where the ancestors of nearly
half of all Americans first stepped onto American soil,
the Immigration Center is now a hollow ruin.
Inspiring plans have been developed to restore
the Statue and to create on Ellis Island a permanent
museum celebrating the ethnic diversity of this country of immigrants. But unless restoration is begun
now, these two landmarks in our nation's heritage
could be closed at the very time America is celebrating their hundredth anniversaries. The 230 million
dollars needed to carry out the work is needed now.

All of the money must come from private donations; the federal government is not raising the funds.
This is consistent with the Statue's origins. The French
people paid for its creation themselves. And America's
businesses spearheaded the public contributions that
were needed for its construction and for the pedestal.
The torch of liberty is everyone's to cherish.
Could we hold up our heads as Americans if we allowed the time to come when she can no longer
hold up hers?
Opportunities for Your Company.
You are invited to learn more about the advantages
°F
of corporate sponsorship dt:rrng the nationwide promotions surrounding the restoration project. Write
on your letterhead to: The Statue of Liberty -Ellis
Island Foundation, Inc. ,101 Park Ave, N.Y., N Y.10178.

Save these monuments. Send your personal tax deductible donation to: P. o. Box 1986, New York, N.Y.ioo18.The

KEEP
THE
TORCH
LIT

Statue of Lilberty-Ellis Island Foundation, Inc.
September 1984
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backs can exceed the advantages.
If a part is unsoldered during a
test, or a new component installed,
care must be used so the part is
placed in the correct board holes
and soldered with skill. Double and
triple troubles multiply the difficulties of troubleshooting a tough
dog, particularly if careless or improper servicing has created some
of the multiple troubles. A word to
the wise should be sufficient!
After all the tough dogs that
have been produced by lack of
proper test equipment, schematic
or test methods are accounted for,
there are many other dogs that exist for no known reasons. Electronic repairs are frequently not

after replacement of the

voltage transformer.

MAB0O3B power -supply and

Lower -than -normal voltages

MAHOO1A horizontal -oscillator
modules. After the SCR101 trace
and SCR1O2 retrace SCR's were

from the transformer prevented
onset of the overload, while higher
line voltages produced overload
current after a few heurs. A warm
T401 regulator transformer hinted
at a horizontal problem; otherwise,
there was no indication of the
defect's nature or location.
To isolate all high -voltage cir-

replaced (Figure 1A), the receiver
operated longer, but eventually
the fuse blew again.
A 100W incandescent light bulb
was connected by clip leads across
the open fuse to indicate when the
overload occurred (the bulb
became brighter) and to limit the
maximum current. The ac power
was obtained from a variable -

cuits from the horizontal -

deflection system, the input terminal of tripler unit STM101 was
disconnected, and a scope added to

easy.
The 10 case histories that follow
are presented to help you repair
tough dogs more easily.

;o,

PitiË.l i 4,

,.

IdIEpY OW PIC,ruA

Hoe

/AMjPAhK:i

CONNECT ¡._; TO
p0lOuND. usE

"CHASM
40N V©LTALí1E LEADFROR
4) TO END ANODE AND
SEE

Repair #1
An RCA color receiver equipped
with a CTC68 chassis (Photofact
1517-1) occasionally blew the F101
line fuse or tripped the CB101 circuit breaker. After the fuse was
replaced or the breaker was reset,
it would operate for times varying

0,03.4TaW CONTROL.
le..A SEwcE DATA FOR
OTHER SERVICE ADJUST
MENtS.

+E33b4$-'

2

between three hours and three
days before the problem occurred
again.
No improvement was noted

LEAKY

Q401
HV REG

T402

CR405

-1.21

R412
100

St

V

CR404

Ili

HV AD1

R430
220

C419

C
SZ

.012409

R411
I.

330

+83

V

HORIZ PULSES
FROM T403
PIN

5

BREAKER TRIPPED ERRATICALLY
B

Repair #1 (A) Replacement of SCR101 and SCR102 appeared to stop the fuse blowing and breaker tripping for a t me in the RCA
chassis. (B) Later, leakage in CR405 was found to be causing the problem, requiring installation of a new zener diode.
14
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ADVERTISEMENT

START UP
AND

SHUT DOWN

CIRCUITS
Do You Really
Understand Them ? ?
From a functional standpoint, every hi -voltage
circuit that employs a start up and shut down feature
will have the same "pre conditions" of operation.
That is; the following series of events must take place
if the overall
in exactly the following sequence
circuit is to function.
(1) The primary LV power supply must power up and
produce something over + 135 volts for the LV
regulator, as well as sufficient B + for the start up
circuit to run the horiz osc/driver circuits for at
least a brief second.
(2)The LV regulator circuit must now provide the collector of the horiz output (via the primary of the
flyback) with B + voltage of approx. + 110/120v.
(3)The horiz osc/driver/output must now "pulse" the
primary winding of the flyback, which will then
produce a magnetic field around the core of the
transformer. The secondary windings will then capture their respective portions of this magnetic field
based on the number of turns in that particular
secondary winding. Each time the primary winding
is pulsed, each secondary winding will emit either a
positive or a negative pulse depending on which end
of that winding is grounded. During the off portion
of each cycle, the magnetic field will collapse producing an opposite polarity pulse.
Important Note: If one winding, or the circuit that is
connected to that winding becomes shorted, the
magnetic field will saturate the core of the transformer
and the primary winding will then act as though it were
a short piece of solid wire (a dead short). In this event,
the output of all other secondary windings will now be
zero. Conversly, if you remove the load from any one
secondary winding (I.E. an open video or vertical
circuit) the output of all other secondary windings will
increase.
Moral: An open or shorted circuit that is connected
to one secondary winding will not only effect the output of that secondary winding, it will effect the output
voltage of all other secondary windings.
Once the primary is pulsed, the secondary
winding(s) will provide B + voltage to run the horiz
osc and driver circuits. Every single shut down circuit
in todays industry relies on the above concept. (No
other concepts are involved.)
(4)Every shut down circuit relies on one or more
secondary windings of the flyback, regardless of
whether it is a "high end" or a "low end" shut
down circuit.
A "high end" shut down circuit will "kill" either
the horiz osc or driver, or the LV regulator should the
output of its respective flyback secondary winding
increase (because a load has been removed from any
one of the other secondary windings of the flyback

...

I.E. an open vertical or video circuit). High end shut
down "lines" are almost invariably connected to the
base of either the osc or driver stage via a zener diode
whose other end will be connected to a secondary
winding of the flyback via a resistor. If the secondary
output becomes "high", the excessive voltage exceeds
the rating of the zener. The resulting output of the
zener then turns either the osc or the driver on, and
keeps it on until the overall circuit dies.
A "low end" shut down circuit will "kill" either the
horiz osc or driver, or the LV regulator should the output voltage of its respective flyback secondary winding
decrease because an additional "load" has been placed
on any one of the other secondary windings. Low end
shut down circuits are almost invariable connected to
the "bottom end" of the hi -voltage winding of the
flyback (the A B L source). The other end of the low
end shut down circuit will usually be connected to the
emitter of one of the transistors in the shut down
circuit.
A 60HZ pulse from the VERTICAL circuit is often
required to keep the LV regulator circuit operating.
This is neither a start up nor a shut down circuit. It is
instead a "sustaining" circuit. Without this "sustaining" pulse, the LV regulator will cease to function. In
the absence of a "sustaining" pulse, the collector
voltage of the horiz output will fall from its normal
+ 108/ + 125 volts to something that is approaching
only +90 volts. Insufficient primary B+ will cause
low secondary output and low secondary output will
cause "low end" shut down!!
Needless to say, if any aspect of the hi -voltage
circuit should fail, the overall circuit will die, leaving
you victim to the proverbial "chicken and egg" syndrome, with few (if any) voltages to work with.
How then do you troubleshoot it? First remove the
horiz output transistor and plug in your Super Tech
diagnostic computer. Make one additional connection
to ground then, press four buttons (one at a time). The
display lights on your Super Tech will tell you exactly
where the problem is with 100% accuracy in every instance. In addition, your Super Tech computer will
allow you to "power up" the TV set, in spite of the
present hi -voltage problem so that you can verify the
operation of all other circuits I.E. tuner, IF, video,
chroma, audio, vertical, etc.
During the above process, Super Tech will
automatically check the flyback, tripler, video,
chroma, IF, tuner, vertical, horiz osc/driver circuits
for shorts, opens or defects with 100% accuracy.
The amazing part is, your Super Tech will do all of
the above in something less than 30 seconds, most of
which is spent waiting for the CRT filaments to warm
up! Any technician who basically understands the contents of this article can learn to operate a Super Tech
Diagnostic Computer in about two hours. Since there
is no programming involved, with just two hours of
practice, you too can diagnose any start up, shut
down, hi -voltage, osc/driver or LV regulator problem
in less than 30 seconds. Phone (806) 359-1824 and we
will give you names, addresses and phone numbers of
others (just like yourself) who did not believe it but,
are now diagnosing start up and shut down problems
---in less than 30 seconds.
Or circle (10) for a free brochure.
September 1984
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Q502_

Q503

HORIZ OSC

HORIZ OSC

R'519
630

0533
8516
00
R'505
1E10

1801
FLYBACK

R52S

L5fl6

0507

+18.2

I

V

SOURCE

51
C533

á00 WF

DEFECTIVE

OPEN?)

HORIZONTAL DRIFTING
Repair #2 An open C533 caused drifting
horizontal frequency In a Sony receiver.

monitor the horizontal pulses for
overload. Operation for a whole
day without overload indicated the
tripler might be the intermittent
component, so a new one was installed. Operation with the new
tripler was without overload for a
week under normal line voltage
and with high line voltage for
several hours intermittently. We
now hoped the receiver was
repaired, and released it to the
customer.
However, three weeks later, the
customer brought it back. Tests
this time showed the CB101
breaker would not hold. After
several tests, we found a shorted
CR405 regulator zener diode
(Figure 1B).
CR405 was replaced and the
high voltage adjusted to specifications. Several years have passed
since then and the horizontal sweep circuit continues to operate
correctly.
But several questions remain.
Was CR405 the only component
that was defective originally? Or
were the tripler unit and the diode
both intermittent? These questions
probably never will be answered.

Repair #2
Sometimes, only diagonal out-of16
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lock horizontal stripes could be
seen on the screen of the Sony
KV1500 (Photofact 1322-2). At
first, a small readjustment of the
preset horizontal -frequency control (there is no customer -operated
hold control) locked the picture
solidly. However, the picture
would drift out of lock after 30
minutes or more of operation. The
vertical locking was not affected.
Because this appeared to be
horizontal-oscillator drift, we

tested the oscillator circuit first.
Dc voltages of the Q503 horizontalmultivibrator oscillator transistor
were slightly incorrect. The collector reading showed + 5V instead
of the schematic's + 4.1V, while
the emitter measured + 1.7V instead of the desired + 1.9V. These
readings indicated the Q503 transistor was drawing less current
than it should. However, the scope
waveforms appeared normal. We
changed Q503, but the voltages
were not improved and the locking
was no better.
After several frustrating hours
without any success, we measured
the + 18.2V supply for Q503
(Figure 2) and found it was only
+ 10.5V. The rectifier diode (D507)
had satisfactory leakage and the
+149

quency.

Repair #3
Intermittent horizontal stripes
after a few minutes of operation
were the symptoms of a Panasonic

CT716 (Photofact

D80'

i

troubleshooting. During one

episode of out -of-lock stripes, excessive high voltage was measured
at the picture tube, indicating that
the safety circuit was producing
the stripes as a warning not to use

the set.

Supply voltage for the
horizontal -output transistor

should be one of the first measurements made when the high voltage
is excessive. At the output transistor collector, this supply
checked + 139V rather than the
normal + 118V. The reading did
not vary with rotation of B + adjust control R811, which meant
that the regulator was defective.

(+13903

V

SOURCE

3.9

TR803

8810
470

REG

1512

TR802

+119V

R808
18K

1+139VI

+74V

TR801

5600

C705
22 µF

+118

1804

V

1
R803

1679-2).

Although the correct schematic
was not available at that time, a
comparable one was used for

I8012 20W

120

5600

paralleling a new 100NF filter
capacitor across C553 increased
the source voltage to normal and
stopped the drifting horizontal fre-

8805

V

8+

R802

usual voltage drop (when tested by
the constant -current method), but

1811
R807

R899
270 K

1004

1

S
C806

00

12

R812

5.3

K

47µF

+11.9

V

8828

EXCESSIVE VOLTAGE

22012

Repair #3 Leakage in zener D802 eliminated the + 118V regulation, changing the output voltage to an excessive + 139V that activated the safety circuit, causing out-of lock horizontal.
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Asignofthe times.
It's ironic. While television has never been more reliable
than it is today, customers have never been more demanding when something does go wrong.
They want fast answers and quick fixes -which is
easier said than done considering television technology
is changing faster than you can say "integrated circuitry."
At GE, we know what you're facing. Which is why
we've come up with a whole series of services to help
you do the job faster, better and more profitably.
Services like the Mini -Manuals we pack inside
every GE color TV (service support where you need it,
when you need it for the specific set you're working on).
And fast turnaround on replacement parts orders
(for maximum speed, you can order by toll -free telephone and use your Visa® card or MasterCard° if you
don't already have an account with us).

GENERAL

We even have a toll -free GE Answer Center T" information service (1-800-626-2000) that'll put you in touch
with technical assistance and replacement parts centers.
For full information on our services, simply send
in the coupon. You'll find the quick response you'll get
is more than a sign of our commitment.
It's a sign of the times.
For information about GE product services, fill this out and

mail to: John Rendon, Manager -Field Service, General Electric
Company, Portsmouth,VA 23705.

Name
Address
State

City

Zip

EST -S

Circle (11) on Reply Card

ELECTRIC
September 1984
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31.1
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Q24
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Driver,
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-16.8 V

TO
VERT

CR104

YOKE

R118
680
CR103

021

022

Top

Top

Driver

Output

the chassis connected to a test jig,
eliminating the picture tube from
suspicion. All do voltages appeared
to be within limits in the video
stages and picture -tube circuits.
The R4202 brightness control
measured the correct 150052 across
the terminals. All wires to the
brightness were checked and
found connected properly. No
defects were found in the brightness -limiter circuit. Temporarily,
the tests were stopped while much
thought was given to the problem.
A fellow technician suggested

substituting another tuner -

REPLACE

R116

i

220K

/

5V

R115
R117
220

K

10

n
CR105

+173V

REPLACE

R120
Q19

680
SWITCH DRIVER

Q20
RETRACE
SWITCH

INSUFFICIENT
HEIGHT

PTC1

+
6

27

V

iZ

Repair #6 Replacement of open R117 restored full height to the picture. Replacement
of R116 also is recommended.

circuit before tests of them can be
considered trustworthy.
As a test, top -driver Q21 and
top -output Q22 transistors were
replaced. But Q20 continued to
operate very hot. Next, one lead of
each vertical resistor was disconnected from the circuit and the
value checked before the resistor
was resoldered. Although R117
(220k11) had checked approximately the correct resistance in the circuit, it was found to be completely
open, when removed from the circuit. Installation of a new 220k52
R117 restored full height with
good linearity and stopped the Q20
excessive heating.
Incidentally, the 220k52 resistors
in this circuit have a history of
20
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mounting assembly (TMA) from
another receiver that had the same
chassis. With the other TMA connected, the brightness range was
restored to normal. Evidently, the
problem was in the brightness control circuits (the control is on
the front panel where it can be adjusted by viewers) or the cables.
Double checking the brightness
control solved the problem. The
total resistance was correct
(150052). But with the control fully
clockwise, a reading of more than
30052 was obtained between those
two control lugs where no more
than a few ohms should be found
(Figure 7).
Installation of a new brightness
control restored proper brightness
and brightness control. Complex
problems sometimes have simple
answers.

Repair #8
After the JC Penney model
failures. Therefore, we recommend 2009A (Photofact 1699-1) was
that both should be replaced in operated for about an hour, the
each vertical circuit you work on.
raster disappeared. However, the
picture -tube heater was glowing
and the high voltage was normal.
Repair #7
With these symptoms, the defect
A dark but otherwise normal picusually is in a video stage.
ture was the customer's complaint
One time when the raster was
for the RCA CTC46 (Photofact missing, the video stages were
1278-3). After the CRT -bias con- scoped. Very low amplitude of
trol was rotated fully CW, the pic- video was found at the Q203 base
ture remained too dark. The three (Figure 8) along with a higher do
CRT screen grids did not have low voltage. However, video was predo voltage, but measured about sent at the Q202 collector. Beaverage. Substitution of the tween those two points is a X201
MAL001A video module did not in- delay line, which measured more
crease the brightness. Width and than 300052 (normal resistance is
high voltage were within tol- about 4652). Installation of a new
erance.
delay line eliminated the previous
The picture was too dark with intermittent operation.

September 1984
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CONIFER IS ABSOLUTELY
THE BEST MESH ANTENNA
When Wayne Marong, owner of Harb)ur Audio;Vidlec
in Camden, Maine, say. the Ccn fer satellite cish for the
first me he became immediately at:ached to it. He
knew Con fer's quality and ease of irstallation was
just what he had beer looking for.
1

WHAT IMPRESSED YOU
ABOUT CONIFER'S ANTENNA?
"I hac been loo -jig at some cther types of mesh
antennas and Conifer's impressed me as an eas er
package to get out inta the field and install. Of all
the mesr antennas it s the best."

XHAT DO YOU THINK OF CONIFER?
"The Ccnifer Feople are terrific. They nave helped us with
all the problems_ we've hac and they a -e a good company
to do bLsiness with."

WHAT Kll\C OF HEL? DOES CONIFER OFFER?
"Conife- s nee brochure 77 Ways To Succeed In The
Home Satellite -V Business can be a nelpful tool. And it's
FREE

tco!"

WHAT DC YOU LIKE

ABC:)T THE COLOR
AN5 THE MESH
CONSTR5CT'ON?
"In this market area people
like an antenna that
blends irto the scenery.
If the oladc antenna is
backed up against the woods it
almost c sappears. We also get
a lot cf high wincs and
Conifer's antenna holds up

well."

Wayne Marong
Harbcur AudioNideo
3w1er
";anden, Maire

-

WHAT ABOUT
WEATHER PROTECTION?
"We're right on the ocean and we have installed
several Conifer antennas close to the shore. Cne is
located :en the -col of a house and is exposed to salt
spray off -he ocean. The Polymer coating and the
stainless steel nuts and bolts protect it from rust
and corrosion."

"Ccn fer

s

WHAT ABOUT DURAB)LiTY?
antenna has held up well. installed one
I

system about 15 miles from the coast. We had a
severe ice storn that deposited two inches of ice on
the antenna and mount. It was severely iced. There
were icicles hanging cff the back. Yet, it made it
through ,n ithou- coming down or `al ing apart."
IS ThE CONIFEF ANTENNA EASY TO INSTAL?
"The ease of irs*a lat on is what I like best about the
Conifer antenna. We actually custom build a nount
and install the antenna on a roof. Ycu can't do that
with zompetitive dishes. We can assemble the
Conifer antenna in a couple cf hours."

Conifer's CE -20)1 "complete dealer ready TVRO system"
includes AN-12XC 12 ft. coaled antenna 'white, black, tan or
green), Folarotcr TM Feed ho -r, 100k LNA 36VDC Motor Drive,
100 ft. 13 oondLc or cable, R':-2001 deluxe receiver with
motor drive control polarity
convenient buil -di features
control rnodu ¿tor. It all shiers in a 6' x 3 x 2.5' box that weighs
300 lbs. end cam tit in a family station wacon or van. Full one year
warranty.

-

out this coupon o send your business card and receive
Conifer's "77 Ways-) Succeed In The Home Satellite TV
E Lsiness"

FREE!

F

I

Mail to: Conifer Co p

,

Box 1025, Burington, Iowa 52601

Name

Comp-y
Busines. <ddress

state

City
Phone Pu nber

(OrCORIFER
CONIFER CORPORATIJN

1400

J.

FOR CUI

1

KER FESPONSE, CALL

Burlington, IA ß501
Circle (12) on Reply Cad

Roosevelt

I

Zip

:'-752-3607 love
I

OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER 1-800-358-3058
In Iowa Call 13191 752-3607

Calls)

800-3e

3058

Dual -trace scopes can be used to

great advantage for finding the
point where a signal ceases erratically. Place the probes at input

and output of a suspected stage.
Or, as in this case, place the probes
one or two stages apart. Then
keep moving the probes until one
is connected to the last point of the
signal path that has a signal, while
the other scope channel shows a
loss of signal at the next point of
the signal path, although only one
or two components separate the
two test points. The problem will
be found in the receiver circuitry
between the two scope probes,
thus narrowing the number of
possible suspects.

Repair #9
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An unusual color problem was
observed with one RCA CTC44
Repair #7 Internal series resistance of the brightness control produced a dark pic(Photofact 1191-1). The picture ture
on this RCA's screen.
had good color except the last four
inches at the left edge of the
screen was missing; the picture spected visually and fresh solder- original -part transistor, but the
there was in black -and -white. ing flux was noticed around CR15 symptom did not change. Another
Given those symptoms, it is dif- (Figure 9). Someone had replaced inspection showed that CR15 had
ficult to know what to suspect or the original CR15 diode and the Q1 been replaced using a GE number
where to begin testing.
burst -amplifier transistor, probab- 504A diode, which is a 60Hz powerAll color -circuit transistors were ly in a vain attempt to restore col- supply type that is not suitable for
tested in -circuit, and accurate dc - or to the left edge. Both the tran- high -frequency operation, even at
voltage measurements were taken sistor and the diode were good horizontal -deflection frequency. A
on all these transistors. Nothing when tested. Perhaps an incorrect new RCA part number 125828
unusual was found.
type had been used. The universal diode was installed and color was
All chroma stages were in - transistor was replaced by an restored across the entire width of

T1

Q1
BURST AMP

CR15
REPLACE

85
R2
56

1000

it

Rl

+84

I
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01

V

18 N

Cl
018

NO COLOR AT LEFT

Repair #8 An open delay line removed the raster from the JC Penney receiver.
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Repair #9 An ordinary 60Hz power supply -type diode had been used to
replace CR15 in an RCA CTC44 causing
loss of color at the left edge.

the screen. This was a problem
created by a technician.

Repair #10
Sometimes the picture disappeared from the screen of the RCA
CTC109A (Photofact 1952-1), but
the high voltage always was present. A bad picture tube or a dead
video stage can give those symptoms. However, when the raster

and picture disappeared, the

digital channel numbers went

brought back the picture.

black, indicating a tuner problem. Measurements of dc voltages in
With many newer RCA color the tuner assembly appeared to be
receivers, the raster is dark (or normal.
After several fruitless hours of
nearly dark) when a channel is not
tuned in or when no antenna is checking voltages and signals, we
connected. Therefore, we tem- remembered the negative -going
porarily replaced the tuner and 60VPP horizontal-rate pulses that
memory modules. The picture should be found at J2 (see
came on normally for a few photograph in Figure l0A). A
minutes and then blacked out. scope showed no pulses, when the
Moving the chassis sometimes receiver was dead.
A resistance test from the J2 pin
to ground should show a very low
resistance. This measurement was
very high; nearly infinity. There
was continuity from J2 to coil
L103 (Figure 10P), but L103
tested open. A visual inspection
showed bad connections at the
coil's ends; the winding was not
open. We. cleaned the wire ends,
tinned them and resoldered them
correctly. This eliminated the erratic loss of picture and completed
the repair.

Comments
Six of the 10 examples given
here involved intermittent operation. This corroborates the state-

ment made earlier that intermittent or erratic components multiply the problems in troubleshooting color -TV receivers.
One of the first (and most important) steps is determining what
conditions start (or stop) the
malfunction. A defect that can be
started by something you do to the

T402

receiver is much easier to
troubleshoot than one that starts

FLYBACK

and stops itself and ignores all outside efforts.
Heating and cooling suspected
areas alternately often triggers intermittent conditions, particularly
those inside solid-state devices.
Applying pressure, bending, tapping or pushing against boards,
solder joints or capacitors are

L103
NEGATIVE GOING 60

HORIZ PULSES
TO J2

PIN

V

111

5

BAD
CONNECTIONS

INTERMITTENT
SOUND
AND PICTURE

B

Repair #10 (A) A pen shows where the negative-going horizontal pulses should be
found at the tuner -control circuit. (B) Bad soldered connections at L103 removed the
pulses from the tuner circuit causing loss of picture and sound.

other effective mechanical

methods. Visual examinations can
locate some erratic conditions, but
the other methods are better.
If these simple mechanical, thermal and visual tests are not effective against certain kinds of intermittent conditions, they should be
stopped quickly in favor of scopes,
generators and other instruments
that permit greater precision.

WEIL,
September 1984
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Symptoms and cures compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles

Chassis-NAP (Magnavox, Sylvania, etc)

- 2034-1
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1

i

Chassis

3.911

A

+

REGULATED

FROM
BRIDGE

158V

3.9 0

FROM
BRIDGE

2µF

C518Á +

750µF

R

R512

15011

75V
SHORTED

-

Chassis NAP E32-4
PHOTOFACT 2034-1

3

-

SC53

I

\

Symptom-No sound or picture; possible "tic -tic" from
flyback

r

-

Check zener diode SC512 and resistor R512, and
replace them if shorted and open respectively
Cure

-

4

Chassis NAP E32-4
PHOTOFACT 2034-1

-

+25V

+25V

SOURCE

SOURCE

1402

Q502
SC519 DRIVER

SHORTED

Symptom No sound or picture; SC518, SC519 and
Q502 shorted
Cure-Test filter capacitors C518A and C518B, and
replace if open

HORIZ
FROM

22µF

SC518

R
75 V

-

REGULATED

C5188

SC512

150 0

SHORTED

+112 V

OPEN

SC519 DRIVER

12

T402
FLYBACK
WINDING

i

750µF
Q502

OPEN

A

SCR513
REGULATOR

B+

C518B

C518A +

2

-

R529

+112 V

B+

OPEN

-

NAP E32-4
PHOTOFACT 2034-1

SCR513
REGULATOR

R529

+ 158V

E32-4

R218

R120
3012

C546 +
1000 µF

R124

+20.4V
SC100
19

V

+12.15V

L205

FOR SOUND

SOURCE

V()

+

SC200

12 V

TO IC204

C215

PIN 11

47µF

R

SHORTED

LEAKY OR SHORTED

-

Symptom No video; snowy picture; or erratic horizontal locking
Cure-Check zener diode SC200, and replace it if leaky
or shorted

Symptom-No sound; no +20V at IC102 pin 14
Cure-Check zener diode SC100 and resistor R120, and
replace them if shorted and burned respectively

-

Chassis NAP E32-4
PHOTOFACT 2034-1

5

-

Chassis- NAP
PHOTO FACT

E32-4

OPEN

Q301
VERT

PULSES FROM
IC700
PIN 12
SC303

6

- 2034-4

+112V

R460

100012 5W

SC306
R421
18K

B+
Q400

C303
0.1

Q300

FOR

Q401 HORIZ

1W

DRIVER

HORIZ OSC

SC403
8V

STARTUP

SC706

LEAKY

-

+25V

R726
560

START-UP+8 V
FOR IC700 PIN 9

RUN+9V
FOR PIN 9

-

Poor linearity and insufficient height
Cure-Check capacitor C303, and replace it if leaky

Symptom

-

Symptom No sound or picture
Cure Check Q400 and R460; replace them if defective

-

1
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Photofact
A

A

....-.d

E 1®

Oscilloscopes

..

AOC

For Field Service
and Laboratory

Chassis M3C2.5B9

2265-1

ATARI
5200

2265-3

CAPEHART/SPECTRICON
9950AR/5950AR

2269-1

HITACHI
C12530/31/32/33

2264-1

JC PENNEY
685-1020J .-30
685 -2042J, -30/044J, -30/078J.-30

2266-1
2267-1

;.

MAGNAVOX
Chassis T809-08/09

2266-5

3onustaature:

.r

i'

it it or..3

9.-

f @,

Componem-es'.er

in all models!

QUASAR

Chassis ALDC105

2270-1

RCA

Chassis CTC12OA
Chassis CTC117A
FGC444F/46S

2267-3
2267-3
2266-4

HM 605 60N Hz Dual Trace US$ 965, Sensi ivi

y

Ers`i-20V/iiv

at 60MHz.

1

bique

fast -rise -time
ma>. 5ns/div
Bright hi g---e3Litior 14 kV CRT.

SANYO

Chassis A2F-60000
Chassis A2F-615A00, A2V-61500
M 9830 K

SHARP
19H74

2266-2
2270-2
2270-3

F F 19633

2266-3
2267-2

19H94

2268-1

2268-2

Putcma.ic

1

kHz/1 MHz caliora:o-

HM204 20MHz Dual Trace US$ 758,Sensi -ivi y 5n`4-?0V/iiv 1 mV at 5 MHz Timebase range
1.25s. div 'Orvc iv Automatic peak -value triggering b 50 h1H:
Delaylina. Va ieble sweep delay. Single sweep mole.
Y-0 abut Z -ro lulation Overscan inditor
Unique 1 it/1 MHz cäibrator.

HM203 20MHz Dual Trace US$ 605,º best selling 20MIz-Scooe!Sensitiv:i;nVWe:-ternEvw
20V/civ . -iiççe-bancwidth 40 MI- z Tin-ebase range :2s ma>.'_0r s. di-

SONY

Chassis SCC-266K-A.SCC-453D-A

mV at 5MHz

pea. -aleecr-ornalt-iggeringto 50 MHz Delay line bar'iapie
sweep delay fen 100 is -1s Timebase rnge from 2.5s'div to

HM103 10MHz

Sixlerace

US$ 410, -

corp- service scope SersitivityîmV-20V/divTime-

ZENITH
S 1983W/87W. W88/89W
Z1310A, PT/382W,W3
Z2512K.K3/514M,M3/514PN.PN3/
516N K. N K3/518 P. P3,584 P. P3

Small
base ran

3e 0._

ls-0.2s'div

TV -V and TV -H

triggering.

2264-2
2265-2
2269-2

Modular
System
HM 8000
An expanding

range of
signE generate rs,
I

multémeters,

For free sample guidelines on submitting
Troubleshooting Tips and Symcures for publication, write to:
Troubleshooting Tips/Symcures

Department
Electronic Servicing & Techonology
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66212

counter/timers
etc....

For more detail's
write or call coPeot

INC.
HAMEC,
Harbor 03

Port Washington N.Y. 11050
F
TWX (510) 223.088E
833
3337
Phone (516)

88-90
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Introduction to satellite TV receiving systems

The signal conversion process

By MARTIN

CLIFFORD

Technical Consultant
KLM Electronics
The output of the low -noise

amplifier (LNA) generally

mounted on or near the TVRO dish
is the downlink signal, consisting
of audio and video, both frequency
modulated. If the objectives of the
LNA have been met, the signals
are now not only about 100,000
times stronger than they were at
the input, but the signal-to-noise
ratio is also better.
The LNA output can consist of
the signals of as many as 24
transponders of a selected
satellite, with all of those signals in
the downlink frequency range of
3.7 to 4.2GHz. These could be
delivered just as they are to a
satellite receiver in the home, and
in the early days of satellite TV
that is exactly what was done.
However, ordinary coaxial,_ cable,
even for relatively short lengths,
has excessive signal attenuation
42
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for signals in the GHz range.
There are some cables specifically
designed to handle these frequencies, but they are quite expensive.
The technical solution is relatively simple, and that is to have the
output signals of the LNA drive a
downconverter. A downconverter,
as its name indicates, is a circuit
for changing the downlink signals
to a much lower frequency, one
that can supply closed wire signal
transfer with losses that can be
tolerated.
Downconversion is not a new
concept but is a technique that
forms the basis of all super-

heterodyne receivers, whether
they are AM or FM. In such
receivers, a mixer/local oscillator

arrangement downconverts the
received signal by mixing that
signal with one generated by a
local oscillator. The local oscillator

September 1984

Downconverter (at left in photo) uses
superheterodyne technique to convert
satellite microwave frequencies to lower
frequencies for transmission to receiver.

is an electronic signal generator
built into the receiver.
The resulting downconverted
frequency is generally known
more as an intermediate frequency
or IF. The mixing or heterodyning
process results in an output that
consists of the two original frequencies, the signal and local
oscillator frequencies, plus a
number of sum and difference frequencies. However, a number of
tuned circuits, or possibly a SAW
filter can select one out of all the
frequencies available.
In superheterodyne receivers,
the downconversion process can
be handled by separate local
oscillator and mixer circuits, or
these two can be combined into

one, with the joint circuitry then
known as a converter. But no matter how this is done, the result is
one of downconversion. Essentially what has happened is that the
original broadcast carrier frequency has been replaced by one having
a much lower frequency. For
TVRO systems, that intermediate
frequency is generally 70mHz,
replacing the original 3.7 to
4.2GHz signals.
The downconversion process
does not affect the original audio
and video baseband signals. These
are carried along in the downconversion process, and so the intermediate frequency can be
regarded as the new carrier.
Starting with the LNA, the
TVRO system also makes use of
the superheterodyne principle, except that a component instead of
an integrated approach is used.
Superheterodyne receivers, such
as those used for AM and/or FM
broadcast reception, are integrated units consisting of an RF
amplifier, a mixer or converter, a
number of IF stages, followed by a
demodulator and then audio voltage and power amplifiers, with all
of these component sections
mounted on a single chassis and
housed in a single enclosure.
However, it does not follow that
all superheterodynes must be integrated. For satellite TV, the
superhet can be separated into

lower frequency, it is also part of
the signal selectivity process. At
the input to the downconverter,
with the signals received from the
LNA, there can be as many as 24
different channels, assuming all
the transponders of a selected
satellite are simultaneously active,
and that all of these are transmit-

For Quality 31/2 or 41/2 Digit Hand -Held DMMs

ask

for

ICJ

41/2

Digit

474TM

.03% Basic DC Accuracy

$219

several basic units: an RF

amplifier, a mixer or converter,
followed by an IF section plus a
demodulator. Some of these sec-

tions have been given new names.
The RF amplifier is now the LNA.
The mixer/local oscillator has
become the downconverter. And
the remainder has become the
satellite TV receiver. Although the
LNA and the downconverter are
separate units, and are generally
mounted at some position from the
rest of the components, circuitwise
what we still have, overall, is a
superheterodyne. The act of separation and the use of new names
haven't changed the functions.
While the basic purpose of the
downconverter is to change the
very high frequency of the
downlink signals to some much

ting TV signals, the frequencies of
all these channels will beat with
that supplied by the local oscillator
with a large number of resultant
frequencies at the output of the
downconverter.
By its very nature, the circuits
following the downconverter are
intermediate frequency circuits

°

3'/2 Digit 47OTM
.15% Basic DC

Accuracy

5139
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Full Measurement Capability
6 kV Transient Protection

,.

Double Fusing System
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Selector Knobs
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.
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High Impact ABS Case
2 -Way Tilt Stand
Extended Battery Life
UL Recognized Test Leads
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Full Simpson Warranty
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(IFs) tuned to just a single band of
frequencies. What we have, then,
is the process of signal selectivity,
a process that started with the

home to the downconverter don't

present a shock hazard.

To change channels, all that is
required is the use of a push-button
or rotary detent-type control positioned on the front panel of the in home satellite receiver. This control is often marked to indicate the
number of the selected channel.
Operating this control changes the
level of voltage delivered to the
VTO, resulting in a change in the
frequency of the local oscillator,
and is the channel selection pro-

antenna probe immediately

preceding the LNA.
The LNA and the downconverter can be immediately adjacent,
positioned on some dish support.
They can be connected by a short
length of ordinary flexible coaxial
cable or by hardline, a section of
cable having a rigid outer shield.
Ideally, to minimize signal losses,
the LNA and downconverter
should be as close to each other as
possible.
Just like the mixer -oscillator in a

cess.
In a sense, then, the LNA and

known as an LNC or low noise converter. Integrating the two units
makes a lot of electronic sense, because these components should be
as close as possible. However, with
separate units it is easier to
upgrade one component or the
other.
Since the output of the down converter is at a fairly low frequency, what is required at this
point is a transmission line for carrying that signal from the outdoor
downconverter to the in -home
satellite receiver, something that
is handled by coaxial cable. A
power line is also needed to supply
voltage and current to the LNA
and to the downconverter.
A separate coaxial line can be
used for the signals and suitable
wiring for the dc, but these can be
separate or housed together under
a single protective covering, a

downconverter, although often
separate units, represent the front
superheterodyne receiver, the end of a superheterodyne receiver.
downconverter must be tuned, but The output of the downconverter
because the downconverter is not can be supplied to any number of
in the home but is positioned out- IF stages, and, as in any superhet,
doors, some engineering ingenuity selectivity is based on the number
was required. The downconverter of such stages and their design.
contains a voltage tuned oscillator The output of the IF is usually combination sometimes called
(VTO) and is able to change its fre- 70mHz with both the audio and siamese cable. Generally, the
cable,
quency through the application of video
signals frequency whether siamese or separate coax
a do voltage. This is typically less modulated.
and do lines, is put into suitable
than 8V dc, and is delivered via a
Economically, and from an elec- lengths of PVC pipe and buried
connecting line from a power sup- tronics efficiency point of view, underground (3/4 -inch ID PVC is
ply in the in -home satellite re- these two components, the LNA generally used, in 10 foot lengths,
ceiver. The amount of current de- and the downconverter, need not joined at each end by a threaded
livered is measured in mA and the be separated but can be integrated coupler). The joints and the ends of
voltage is low, so lines from the into one unit, then becoming the pipe, representing the entrance and exits ends, should be
carefully sealed against water.
Special sealants are available for
GEOSYNCHRONOUS
this purpose. There is also some
ORBITING SATELLITE
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oos

TVRO SYSTEM

If

DOWNCON VERTER

RECEIVER

TRANSMITTING
EARTH STATION

MODULATOR

KLM Electronics, Inc.

RECEIVING
ANTENNA

Transmission of satellite microwave frequencies via cable would result in the high
loss. The downconverter is mounted at the receiving dish location, usually in the
same enclosure as the LNA.
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siamese cable available whose
outer covering is such that it does
not require the use of PVC pipe.
The pipe, plus its enclosed wiring,
must then be buried in a trench.
The run from the downconverter
to the home should be as direct and
as short as possible. If possible, the
satellite receiver should be positioned as close to the entry point of
the wiring as feasible.

September 1984

the

output

of

the

downconverter has a signal level
that is high enough, that signal can
be used to drive more than one
TV receiver, after first having
been processed by the satellite
receiver. However, in such an arrangement all of the TV sets so
connected will show only the
display of the selected channel.
But in an in -home arrangement in
which TV set users want independence of choice, or in a corn -

A.W. Sperry

Instruments introduces

The 41V2 digit DMM wit
the 3'/2 digit price.
Another R.W. Sperry Instruments first!
combines the precision of 41/2 digit readings wit
wanted features you've been looking far. We've eve
built-in frequency counter (up to 200KHz)! With 9 function
33 ranges, the AWS DM-T010's expanded capability can't b
And that's not all! Included among the special functions b
into the DM-T010's small, self-contained housing are: conducta
diode test and an instant audible continuity check. The DM -701
has a basic DC Volt accuracy of 0.05% and loads of built-in
safety features.
You'd expect to pay $300 or more for an instrument boasting this
kind of performance, yet the AWS DM -7010 can be yours for a low
$170! Now there's no need to pay more for the accuracy and quality you need in a DMM.
For more information, call your distributor or A.W. Sperry Instruments, Inc., P.O. Box 9300, Smithtown, N.Y. 11787.800-645-5398
Toll -Free (N.Y., Hawaii, Alaska call collect 516-231-7050).

CsºóC
ws

D111-7010

A.W. SPERRY INSTRUMENTS IN

The Measurable Advantage.
Circle (15) on Reply Card

merciai setup such as a hotel or a
motel, or possibly a high rise
apartment house, a different approach is needed.
This different approach is supplied by block downconversion, a
method by which all the signals of
up to 12 horizontal or vertical
transponders are downconverted
simultaneously. Thus, the complete downlink signals of either
vertically or horizontally polarized
transponders are downconverted,
and because the downlink band has
a width of 500MHz, that is also the
bandwidth of the resulting IF. This
should be fairly obvious because
the function of a downconverter is
one of frequency, not bandwidth
changing.
With block downconversion,
then, the resulting intermediate
frequency, containing all 12 transponder channels, horizontal or vertical, could be delivered via coaxial
cable to any number of satellite
receivers. Each of these could be
equipped with its own downconverter which could be tuned to any
desired channel, giving the viewer
a channel choice.

Note the difference. In the usual
arrangement, just a single down converter is used, hence this setup
is properly known as single
downconversion. In block down conversion, a technique known as

double downconversion, two
downconverters are used.
Double downconversion not only
permits program choice for the
various television receivers that
are part of the TVRO system but
supplies better selectivity and
greater freedom from interfering
signals. However, because of the
larger amount of circuitry required and increased manufacturing cost, the double downconversion commands a higher price.
Single downconversion is the more
commonly used method, and usually TVRO systems are single -conversion types unless otherwise indicated.
There are some other differences. With the single downconversion method, the IF is ordinarily 70MHz with a channel bandwidth of 36kHz. Although there is
no standardization, 70MHz is the
intermediate frequency most corn-

monly used by manufacturers of
single downconverter units. For
block downconversion, the bandwidth is the full width of the downlink band, and that is 500MHz.
However, the selected IF can be
any range, possibly from 270MHz
to 770MHz, 500MHz to 1000MHz,
etc. Again, there is no standardization and unlike the 70MHz IF
used for single downconversion,
double downconversion uses many
intermediate frequencies. There is
no consensus among the manufacturers of downconversion equipment as to which IF should be
used. The FCC is not involved here
since the IF is a wired or guided
signal, unlike open or broadcast
signals.
The use of a balun between the
LNA and downconverter or be-

tween the downconverter and the
connecting cable to the in-home
satellite receiver is not required.
Input and output impedances are
752, matching cable impedance
directly. The coaxial cable leading
to the in -home satellite receiver is
also automatically impedance
matched.
@SW,
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What do you know about

Components?
Actual capacitor action

By Sam Wilson, CET
In the last installment of this
series I talked about the problem
of using models to analyze capacitor problems. There is nothing
wrong with the use of models as
long as you realize they are
models. Unfortunately, many of us
were led to believe that we were
studying actual capacitor operation when we were told how it appears to work. Then, when we get
into a situation where the model
doesn't work, we get confused. In

S

vs.

the model

the last issue I gave some examples in which most models fail.
I learned to analyze capacitors in
circuits by considering them to be
components that oppose any change
in voltage across their terminals. I
still use that model whenever I
analyze a capacitor circuit, but I
learned (the hard way) not to try to
defend it when it doesn't work.
That situation came up when I was
a very young electronics instructor.
I was teaching capacitors the
way I learned about them to a class

that was also studying physics.
The students just couldn't reconcile what I was saying with what
they were doing in their lab experi-

ments.
At that same time, I was writing
the CET tests and found that I
could easily set the average grade
(on a national average) by changing the number of questions on
capacitors. If you have your own
favorite model, try it out on the
following questions. I'll give the
answers later in the article.

\\

-+

DIPOLE

N

CAPACITOR
PLATES

DI

ELECTRIC

t

1 1l
(A)

in

NZ
N

S

u

Figure

Figure 2

1

A piece of liron becomes a magnet when magnetic
aligned, as by applying a magnetic field.
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Capacitor charging is analogous to magnetizing iron. An electric field between the plates aligns dipoles in the dielectric.

How can a capacitor be charged
without a voltage, and without a
charging current?
How can a capacitor be discharged without connecting a conductor between the capacitor

leads?

What really happens
when a capacitor is charged?
The best way to answer this
question is to start with some concepts in magnetism. You may have
learned about this subject by studying the Weber -Ewing theory. It
is illustrated in Figure 1.
A piece of iron is considered to
be made up of tiny magnets. When
the iron is not magnetized, the little magnets are pointing in all
directions as shown in Figure 1A.
Magnetizing the iron causes them
to all point in the same direction as
shown in Figure 1B.
A surprising thing about the
Weber-Ewing theory is that it is
very near to what actually happens
when a piece of iron is actually
magnetized. The tiny magnets are
called domains. They are little
isolated regions that behave like
magnets, and they can be aligned
by applying a strong external magnetic field.
If the domains are rounded and
smooth it doesn't take long for
them to get out of alignment
again. That is what occurs in a soft
iron material. If the domains are
rough they stay in place once the
material is magnetized. That is
what happens in a permanent
magnet.
The reason for the existence of
domains is well known. It has to do
with spinning electrons and the
structure of matter. However, for
the purpose of discussing magnetic
and electromagnetic materials and
devices, the Weber -Ewing model
works very well.
There is a surprising similarity
between the magnetic theory just
described and what happens in a
capacitor dielectric. Instead of tiny
magnets, the dielectric can be
thought of as being made up of little dipoles, each having a positive
and negative end.
Figure 2 shows the relationship
between the dipoles in the dielectric and the charge on a capacitor.
In Figure 2A, the capacitor is not
charged and the dipoles are
pointed in all different directions.

In Figure 2B, the capacitor is
charged and the dipoles are all
pointing in the same direction. An
electric field between the plates is
used to align the dipoles in the
same way that an external magnetic field is used to align the magnets in the Weber -Ewing model.
The presence of the dipoles can
be explained on the basis of electron theory and atomic structures.
However, for the purpose of explaining capacitor operation, the
concept that is illustrated in
Figure 2 works very well.

The electret
If the dielectric is really like the
magnetic material, it should be
possible to pick certain materials
that can be permanently charged.
In other words, there should be
some materials in which the dipoles can be permanently aligned.
In fact, there are such materials,
called electrets. They are used for
making certain types of microphones and memories.
I used to have my students take
electrets to help them understand
capacitor action. The setup is illus-
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trated in Figure

3. A container of
wax is melted and poured into a
shallow pan. Then, a very high
voltage (about 200,000V) is con-

nected across the capacitor formed
by the pan and upper plate. This
aligns the dipoles. When the wax
cools, the dipoles are frozen into
their aligned positions.
The resulting electrets are removed from the pan - usually in
small squares. They will pick up
pieces of paper and straw. But
they have a much more important
application for explaining capacitor action.
Commercial electrets are not
made like the ones described in the
experiment, but the principle is the
same. The overall result is a
material with a permanent charge.

CONNECTOR

HANDL E

UPPER

METAL
PLATE

CONNECTOR

CONTAINER OF
MELTED WAX

G

SHALLOW PAN
FORMS LOWER
PLATE

CONNECTOR
MELTED WAX

Experimenting with the electret
What happens when you put an
electret between two metal plates
as shown in Figure 4? Surprise!
You have a charged capacitor!
Note that the capacitor was not
charged by dumping a bunch of
electrons into one plate and sucking them out of the other.
Take the capacitor in Figure 4

c

INSULATED-----

CONNECTOR

n
ASSEMBLED FOR
MAKING AN
ELECTRET

Figure 3

An electret consists of dielectric material in which the dipoles have been permanently aligned. You can make an electret as shown.
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intermittent).
ES&T editors will adapt the material to the
Symcure format and have Photofact-style
schematics prepared.
Send seven Symcures each time. Only six will
be published, but the extra gives the editor a
spare for one already printed in the past (or
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needs a broader variety of television Symcures.
Especially needed are reports of Quasar,
General Electric, Sylvania (or Philco), Sony Sears
and Magnavox.
Symcures are, by definition, solutions to
problems that have been encountered during the
repair of more than one television set of the
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expected to be a source of recurrent failure.
Please give the brand, model number,
Photofact number, a brief description of the
symptoms, a rough hand -drawn schematic of the
area containing the defect, and a short
description of the cure (including whether the
defective component was open, leaky, shorted or
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conductor.
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ELECTRET

VOLTAGE ACROSS
CAPACITOR IS
NEARLY ZERO

I

Fi

u re4

A) Placing an electret between two metal plates yields a charged capacitor. (B) Even
if you move the plates apart, the capacitor remains charged. (C) Slipping a metal
plate between the electret and one of the plates reduces the voltage across the
capacitor to near zero.

GET

apart, touch the plates together,
then put it back together as shown
in the illustration. You still have a
charged capacitor.
Move the plates apart as shown
in Figure 5. The capacitor is still
charged. Then, slip a thin sheet of
metal (or metal foil) between the
plates as shown in Figure 6. The
capacitor is now discharged. Remove the metal and the capacitor
is again charged. Note that the
capacitor was effectively discharged without connecting the
plates together with a shorting
Summary
When a capacitor is charged, a
physical change takes place in the
dielectric. An electric field between the plates causes alignment
of dipoles in the dielectric.
One way to get the required electric field between the plates is to
force electrons into one plate and
pull them out of the other in the
classic description of capacitor
charging. However, the only thing
the electrons accomplish is setting
up a field between the plates. It is
the field that causes the alignment

E
OSAMPLEE
G
ÁTSÓNYTRAINING

Now you can be trained by Sony even if you
aren't employed by Sony.
Because we're making our vast library of training videotapes available to you. The very tapes that
teach our own engineering, service and sales personnel.
The tapes cover the products and concepts of
video and its related technologies. You can learn the
basics of video recording. Color systems.
Digital video and electronics. Television
production. And more.
Plus you can learn how to service
cameras,VTR's, and other video products.
As professionally as Sony does.
The tapes are produced entirely by
Sony and contain

up-to-the-minute
information. They
communicate clearly and simply. And
some of them are
even programmed for
interactive learning.

And learning through video can be done at
your own pace, in the convenience of your home,
shop or school. Reviewing is quick and easy. And
the tapes are always available for reference.
Send for your catalog, which lists more than
250 titles. In your choice of 3/4" or 1/2" formats.
Write Sony Video Products Company, Tape Production Services,
700 W Artesia Boulevard,
Compton, California 90220.
Or call (213) 537-4300.
Of course, there's no
obligation. Except the
obligation you have to
yourself: to find out
about the best training available in
one of the country's
fastest -growing,
most lucrative fields.

SONY
Video Communications

Sony is

a

reg. trademark

of Sony Corp.
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Low-power
microwave generators
By

Part one of this series on low power microwave generators examined vacuum tube methods used
prior to the solid-state era, transistor -diode frequency multipliers
and the Gunn device (which finds
so much use in police speed radar
transmitters). This installment will
conclude the theoretical discussion
by considering the IMPATT,
TRAPATT and BARITT devices.
A future article will cover practical
applications of microwave generators, such as those in satellite TV
receiving equipment.
IMPATT Devices
The IMPATT (Impact Avalanche
Transit Time) diode was proposed
in 1953 by W.T. Read of Bell
Laboratories. Read's suggestion
was that the phase delay in a PN
junction diode between an applied
RF voltage and an avalanching
current could be used for negative
resistance operation at microwave
frequencies. Read's model diode
would have carriers drifting
through a depletion region cause
the negative resistance. Fabrication difficulties prevented the construction of a working Read diode
until the mid-60s. In 1965, however, R.L. Johnson of Bell Labs
verified the validity of Read's
model when he generated approximately 80mW of RF energy at
12GHz from a silicon PN junction
diode. Read's diode, which depends
upon impact avalanche and transit
time phenomena, was given the
acronym IMPATT. It has now
been recognized that Read's structure is just one of several that will
result in IMPATT operation.

Joseph J. Carr
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Figure 1. IMPATT operating point occurs
in zener region of diode's characteristic
curve.

Figure 2. IMPATT diodes are especially
doped to give them the desired
characteristics for IMPATT operation.
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however, are able to control the
avalanche process by using properly doped semiconductor material.
Zener diodes and controlled avalanche rectifiers are in this
category.
Consider the pnn+ IMPATT
diode shown in Figure 2. The PN
junction that we will discuss is on
the left side of the structure. Note
that the right-hand junction is an
n -n structure. The n+ region
forms a contact of low resistivity
for the electrode, and prevents
metallic ion migration (much as in
the Gunn structure) from entering
the active region.
The center n region is the active
zone, and must be doped such that
it is fully depleted at breakdown. It
is desired that a very small electrical field will cause velocity
saturation of the electrons. The
transit time of the IMPATT is
defined as T = L/Vsat.
The electrons generated in the
avalanche zone of the IMPATT
diode shown in Figure 2 will flow
into the drift zone of the n -region.
It takes very little added voltage to
cause a large increase in current in
this mode.

Avalanche phenomena
Figure 1 shows the I -vs -V curve
for a PN junction diode. let's look
at operation in the reverse-bias
region, i.e. the region in which V is
less than zero. There is a critical
breakdown voltage VZ in the
reverse -bias region. At reverse
potentials less than this value, the
current through the PN junction is
very small, a tiny leakage current.

a.

0
2

Isolat¢
Regulate
EvaIuate_,
New
13&K-PRECISION

isolated -variable
AC power supplies

do it all!
These new AC supplies are designed to
handle a wide range of engineering and service applications. With either supply you can:
ISOLATE products under test from the
power line. A must for safe testing of transformerless (hot chassis) equipment.
REGULATE the voltage applied to the
unit under test from 0-150 VAC. Perfect for
stimulating "brown -outs" or over -voltage
conditions. Also essential for supplying
accurate input voltage to equipment being
performance tested.
EVALUATE how equipment will perform
under varying input voltages. The 1655 also
lets you measure power line leakage.

Model 1655 $350

IMPATT oscillation
Consider a situation in which an
IMPATT device is biased to a
potential just below VZ (i.e. in the
reverse -bias region but not quite to
the avalanche point) -a bias such
that a small added potential will
throw the device into the avalanche region. Assume that this
J fIMPATT device is operated in
aZ
ZW
¢
with a high -Q resonant
parallel
tuxK
tank circuit (i.e. the IMPATT deJ
v
wU
vice is operated inside of a resonant cavity). The reverse -biased
PN junction will create a noise
Figure 3. These curves for an IMPATT
diode demonstrate that the RF voltage
signal that shock excites the tank
leads the current by more than 90
circuit into oscillation. The RF
degrees, a characteristic of a negative
voltage produced by the oscillatory
resistance device.
tank is added to the bias voltage,
causing the diode to go into the
increases
suddenly
But the current
when the voltage exceeds VZ: the avalanche mode on positive peaks
junction is operating in avalanche. of the cycle. The junction will exThe increased current is due to hibit negative resistance operation
secondary emission or avalanche if the RF current can be made to
multiplication, in which electrons lag the RF voltage by 90 degrees
of the leakage current have a high or more.
The number of electrons generprobability of being multiplied.
The result is a very rapid increase ated by avalanche multiplication is
in reverse current. In ordinary a function of the applied voltage
signal or rectifier diodes, the ava- (Figure 3A) and the number of
lanche phenomenon can be de- charge carriers present. Because
structive. Certain types of diodes, of this dual dependence, the ava -
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lanche current pulse (Figure 3B)
continues to increase even after
the RF voltage cycle has passed its
peak. During this process, the
charge density at the avalanche
point grows exponentially, while

the avalanche charge current
(Figure 3C) drifts toward the other
end of the drift zone at velocity
Vg =107

cm/s.

Does the IMPATT produce
negative resistance? Note that the
current reaches a peak (Figure 3C)
as the sine wave RF voltage goes
through its zero crossing (Figure
3A) -a

90 -degree delay with
respect to the voltage peak. The
criteria for negative resistance is a
phase difference of 90 degrees or
more between the applied voltage
and the series current, so the
IMPATT is a negative resistance

device.
The avalanche current pulse
drifts through the n -region at
velocity V$ until it is collected at
the output of the N+ region. The
drift time, then, is proportional to
the length of the drift region and

inversely proportional to the

saturation velocity: T = L/V.
Where:
T is the drift time in seconds.
L is the path length in centimeters.
V$ is the electron saturation velocity (107 cm/s).
The pulse of current in the external tank circuit (Figure 3D) is
semi -square and represents a current lag over applied voltage of
more than 90 degrees. These two
factors are shown together in
Figure 4. Two factors combine to
cause the positive external current
during the negative portions of the
RF waveform: the time delay of
the avalanche process and the drift
time of the avalanche charge. Instead of absorbing energy, in the
manner of a positive, or ohmic,
resistance, the IMPATT offers a
negative resistance.

Figure 4. A comparison of several cycles of the RF voltage applied to the IMPATT
diode with the current pulses occurring in the external circuit emphasizes the
greater -than -90 degree phase difference between the voltage and current.
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single -drift

IMPATT uses only the electrons
and returns the holes to the
cathode p -region. This fact limits
the efficiency of the single -drift
devices to less than 15 percent.
Greater efficiency is obtained
through the use of a double-drift
52
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The IMPATT device, which was
shown previously, is known as a
single -drift. But an avalanching
PN junction produces both kinds
of charge carriers, i.e. holes and

electrons.

P
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Figure 5. Double -drift IMPATT diode is more efficient than single -drift device
because holes drift across the p -zone very nearly in phase with the electrons drifting
across the n -zone.
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IMPATT device, such as that
shown in Figure 5. This structure
is a p+ -p-n -n+, in which the avalanche region brackets the PN
junction. The p+ zone serves as an
ohmic contact for hole charge carriers, while the n+ region serves
the same purpose for electrons.
The output efficiency is increased
over that of the single -drift variety
because the holes drift across the
p -zone very nearly in -phase with
the electrons drifting across the
n -zone.

IMPATT applications
The above discussion has shown
that the IMPATT device will function as an oscillator at microwave
frequencies. If an IMPATT is
placed inside of a high -Q resonant
cavity, and biased with a do potential slightly below the avalanche
potential, then noise pulses will
ring the cavity to produce the RF
sine wave that actually drives the
junction into the IMPATT mode of
oscillation. IMPATT operation occurs because the voltage of the
ringing waveform (an RF signal)
algebraically adds with the static
do bias, causing the junction to go
into avalanche mode on peaks of
the RF cycle. If the device is correctly biased, the junction will be
in the avalanche condition for most
of the positive half of the RF sine wave excursion.
Although the IMPATT device is
an oscillator that is capable of pro-

ducing substantial peak pulse
powers at microwave frequencies,
it is not universally applied because it is a noisy source (avalanching is a noisy process). For this
reason, one does not ordinarily see
IMPATTs as receiver local oscillators.
IMPATTs are used primarily at
frequencies above 3 or 4GHz, to as
high as 100GHz. Many high -power
IMPATTs require operating potentials between 75V and 150V dc,
considered a disadvantage by
some. IMPATTs are usually operated from constant current power
supplies, another potential disadvantage. The efficiencies obtained
from IMPATTs range from 12 to
15 percent for single drift devices,
and 20 to 30 percent for double -

drift devices made of GaAs
material.
The applications of the IMPATT
are not limited to oscillator service. There is one report of

limited to operation at frequencies
above 3 or 5GHz. The problem of
lower operating frequencies (e.g.
0.9 to 3GHz) is one of finding a
method for stretching the duration
of the transit time. Until 1967, it
oscillators.
not
as
amplifiers,
IMPATT amplifiers have only one had proven difficult to use solidport, so they must be coupled to a state devices to generate any sigcirculator in order to isolate input nificant amount of power in the
and output ports of the amplifier 1GHz region. In 1967, however,
(see Figure 6). This type of engineers working for RCA sucamplifier is called a reflection ceeded in exciting an IMPATT-like
device into a different mode of
amplifier.
operation. One set of trials proTRAPATT diodes
IMPATT diodes are generally duced pulse powers of 425W with
IMPATTs being used as a microwave frequency multiplier. Many
IMPATTs are used as amplifiers.
In fact, it has been claimed that
most IMPATT applications are as
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Figure 6. IMPATT amplifiers have only a
single port, and so must be coupled to a
circulator in order to isolate the input
and output.

an efficiency of 25 percent. Further work with this new mode
yielded efficiencies up to 60 percent, with later work producing efficiencies as high as 75 percent.
Tuned tank circuits developed at
RCA in that era permitted a tuning range that was continuous
over 0.9 to 1.5GHz.
It appeared that the problem of
increasing the transit time had
been solved, but no one really
knew why! At the time the basic
work on the TRAPATT device was
going on there was no good theory

worked out somewhat more laboriously than would have otherwise
been possible.
It has been demonstrated that
ordinary PN junction diodes (silicon) can be made to oscillate in the
TRAPATT mode. Because it's
tricky to adjust such circuits, they
don't find much application. Most
commercial TRAPATT devices
use the p+ -n-n+ structure of the
single -drift IMPATT. A typical
TRAPATT device is shown in
Figure 7A.

TRAPATT mode it has to be
driven hard with a current pulse.
Since the rise time of this pulse
must be very short, it is usual to
use the IMPATT mode to generate
the pulses (it is very difficult to obtain the rise times needed with external circuitry).
What is a trapped plasma, and
how does it behave? A plasma exists wherever there is a large density of charge carriers (holes and
electrons) present. If the electric
field in that region is very low,
then the plasma is said to be
TRAPATT oscillators
trapped, i.e. it takes a long time to
The structure of the TRAPATT sweep carriers out of the region
device is very similar to that of the under the influence of the electric
IMPATT. In fact, some TRAPATT field. The carrier velocity is considdevices will oscillate in either the erably lower than the saturation
TRAPATT or the IMPATT modes, velocity.
depending upon the bias and other
Figure 7B shows the electric
circuit conditions. It is noted that field distribution of the n -region
numerous TRAPATT oscillators (Figure 7A). The device is biased
actually start out in the IMPATT to just punch -through, i.e. the
mode for a few nanoseconds after depletion zone reaches through the
turn -on, and then convert to the entire length of the n -region, but is
TRAPATT mode when certain cir- biased to a point less than the avacuit conditions are satisfied. In lanche voltage V. The slope of the
order to make the device switch electric field (Figure 7B) is depenfrom the IMPATT to the dent upon the charge density. Be -

that explained the observed
behavior. RCA workers dubbed
the new mode the anomalous mode,
perhaps reflecting the fact that
they had no theory of operation.
At least two different theories
were advanced to explain the behavior of the anomalous mode.
Bell laboratories advanced the
theory that the high efficiency and
lowered frequency of operation
was explained by the fact that a
trapped plasma was created in the
device between sweeps of the
IMPATT mode of operation. The
theory held that the trapped
plasma shielded the charge carriers from the external voltage
field, causing them to drift out of
the plasma at low velocity. This
theory led to the acronym by which
the device is now known:
TRAPATT (trapped plasma trig-

gered transit).
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The difficulty in determining the
proper theory of operation caused
a two-year delay between the first
observations of the TRAPPATT
mode and the explanation of how it
worked. Part of the problem is
that TRAPATT operation is not
amenable to small -signal analysis,
so the correct theory had to be
54
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Figure 7. TRAPATT device allows operation at lower frequencies than is possible for
IMPATT diode.
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pulse being applied to the transmission line at L = O. The current
pulse has a fast risetime, and a
nearly square waveshape, so it is
rich in harmonics. The harmonics
are taken out by a lowpass filter so
that the fundamental can be applied to the local ZL. The value of
the current pulse will be I = VB/Z
where VE is the applied bias potential and Zo is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line.
The description above required a
current pulse to be applied to the

cause operation is in the punch through region, there will be no
free charge carriers present.
If the TRAPATT diode is excited
with a large, fast risetime current
pulse, lo, then a point in the constant bias field VB will move as an
avalanche shock front with a velocity Vx = - Io/eND. The velocity of
this shock front, Vx, can be faster
than the saturated velocity of the
holes and electrons, a phenomenon
that is much like the behavior of
water waves at the beach striking
the shore with an angle other than
90 degrees. Typical times for the
avalanche shock front to traverse
the n -region are around 100ps.
Notice what happens to the terminal voltage in Figure 7B. Shortly after the initiation of each shock
front, the terminal voltage drops
from a very large value down to a
very small value. The fall -time of
this drop is very rapid, so the
TRAPATT operates as a very fast,
low impedance electronic switch.
If we were to place the diode at
one end of a half wavelength transmission line (Figure 8A) then this
phenomenon would result in a

RISE CAUSED BY R EFLECTION
OF HARMONIC ENE RGY FROM
LOW-PASS FI LIER

TRAPATT diode before the

TRAPATT mode could occur. This
pulse could easily be an IMPATT
pulse when the device is operating
in the IMPATT mode. But the
TRAPATT mode will be observed
to build up in a nearly exponential
manner until it becomes self-sustaining. But that doesn't explain
how the TRAPATT mode could become self -oscillatory. For this type
of operation we must rely on the
actions of the low pass filter at the
end of the resonant half wavelength transmission. It will transmit energy at the fundamental
TRAPATT frequency, but will re -

-T
(? 100ps)

Figure 8. Curves show relationship between terminal voltage and current in a
TRAPPAT device.
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flect energy at the harmonics of
the fundamental frequency. These
harmonics are reflected with phase
reversal (i.e. reflection coefficient
-1 in the ideal case) so they will initiate another avalanche shock
front. The small rise in the terminal voltage in Figure 8B is caused
by this returning reflection. The
return pulse will, then, cause the
TRAPATT mode oscillations to be

continuous.

In

the typical

TRAPATT oscillator, the device
will begin in IMPATT operation.
The IMPATT mode oscillations
will build up in an exponential
manner until the current becomes
large enough to trigger a shock
front transit (hence the use of triggered transit in the device
acronym!).

BARITT Devices
Consider the p+ -n -p+ structure

+

N

FORWARD
BIASED

P
REVERSE
BIASED

shown in Figure 9A. This device is across the n -region at the satua pair of abrupt junctions back-to- rated velocity (107 cm/s) and (b) the
back. One of these junctions will be voltage applied be kept below the
slightly forward-biased, while the point at which avalanching will ocother junction is slightly reverse - cur. Devices that use this phenombiased. Current under conditions enon are called BARITT oscilwhen the bias voltage is less than lators (Barrier injection transit
the punch-through voltage will be time).
limited by the ordinary leakage
Suppose that a BARITT device
current of the reverse -biased junc- is biased with a do potential close
tion. If the bias is increased to the to the potential required for
point where the device is operated punch-through operation. Further
in the punch -through mode, then suppose that this device is operthe depletion region exists across ated in parallel with a resonant
the entire n -region until it reaches tank circuit (as was discussed in
the forward -biased junction. This the first installment about the
will cause all of the carriers (holes) Gunn device). Noise pulses will
at the forward-biased junction to ring the tank circuit and cause an
be swept across the n -region, caus- RF alternating potential to appear
ing the current to increase rapidly across the diode, which will add
(Figure 9B). This current can be algebraically with the bias potenused in a microwave oscillator pro- tial (Figure l0A). When the total
vided that: (a) the field is large bias goes over the punch-through
enough to make the holes drift potential on positive excursions of
the RF waveform, a sharp current
pulse is injected (Figure 10B, see
also Figure 9B). During the period
when the injected current is peaking, the terminal current (from the
do bias) is added with it, causing a
reversal of the current direction
for that period (Figure 10C). A
plot of the power (i.e. product of
Figures 10A and 10C), will give
the power -vs -time waveform of
Figure 10D. Notice that, for

substantial periods during the

cyclic excursion, the power is
negative, meaning that the device
is oscillating and will deliver

A

t^ VB=Vp

VB
Vip

energy to the external tank circuit.
There is only a brief period in
which the terminal current and
terminal voltage are both positive
(T2 - T3), and this will limit the efficiency of the BARITT oscillator.
The BARITT device is a low power microwave energy source,
and is, in many ways, considered
superior to the Gunn device for
service such as microwave receiver
local oscillators, doppler intrusion
alarms and certain shoplifting
protections devices.

B

Artwork for this article was prepared for
ES&T by Howard W. Sams & Company,
Inc., on a Prime computer assisted
design (CAD) system.
Figure

9. (A)

BARITT device has two pn

Editors note: Material in this article is based in part
on the author's contribution to James Coleman's book

junctions, one forward -biased, one
reverse -biased. (B) When potential
across device is such that the reverse biased junction reaches its punch through voltage (Vp), current increases
rapidly.
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Figure 10. Voltage, current and power in
a BARITT device are related as shown by
these curves. See text for a detailed explanation.
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Microwave Devices, which is available from Reston
Publishing Company, 11480 Sunset Hills Road,
Reston, VA 22090. This book is recommended for
those who have an interest in microwave generators
and amplifiers, and also for those whose professional
interests in electronics lead them to
regard VHF and UHF as IF frequencies.

of the dipoles. The experiment
shows that the capacitor is
charged when the dipoles are
aligned - regardless of whether
the electrons are moved. Any
method used to align the dipoles
can be used to charge the capacitor. Also, any method used to
shield the dielectric from the
capacitor plates can, in effect, discharge the dielectric.
It is easier to align the dipoles in
some dielectric materials than in
others. So, an important method
of rating capacitors is by the characteristics of their dielectrics. That
is why capacitors are identified as
mica, film, paper, air, oil, and so
on.
Manufacturers are faced with a
trade-off between the ability of the
dielectric material to store energy
(by aligning the dipoles) and its
ability to withstand a voltage difference without conducting. Of
course, cost is another very important factor that must be considered. If you know how capacitors
are rated, you will have a good
understanding of how they are
used, tested, and chosen for re-

placement.

When is a capacitor
not a capacitor?
Actually, there is no such thing
as a pure capacitor in real life.

L

Rs

C

1

Figure 5
This is the equivalent circuit for a
capacitor, illustrating the inductance,
series resistance and leakage resistance exhibited by a real capacitor.

Business
Opportunity
service dealer these days.
That's why we're working so hard
to make it easier for you to operate
a cost-effective business.
NESDA offers business contacts,
technical and management certification, substantial savings on bank and
card and insurance rates
that's just the beginning!
NESDA members are kept informed about industry developments and are offered the most comprehensive managerial and
technical training programs available. Besides, NESDA is your
including your voice to
representative at the national level
manufacturers and the agencies of the federal government.

-

-

National Electronics Solcs6

NESDA

Answer it!

Service Dealers Association

For more information and an application, write to:
NESDA, 2708 W. Berry St., Ft. Worth, TX 78109; Ph (817) 921-9061
Name
Bus. Name

_

-

-

TUBES -NEW -BOXED AMER. MADE
6GH8
5 FOR $14.30
6LD6
5 FOR $36.23
D 6CJ3
5 FOR $16.89
8BL8
5 FOR $14.09
8950
5 FOR $51.50

POPULAR VCR NUMBERS
AN6300
$ 5.25
AN6321
$ 7.50
AN6332
$ 6.95
AN6340
$ 7.25
AN6350
$ 7.95
All Tubes Not Advertised, Write in at 75% Off List.
Sleeves Only. Singles 72% Off List

HORIZONTALOUTPUT TRANSISTORS
REPLACEMENT TRIFLERS
D 500A .. 511.95 D 529 ... $15.50
$2.25 ea. Min. 10, 2 yr. Warranty
RKS1172B
RKS238
D 522 ...$11.95
539 ...$15.75
D RKS1308K
RKS165
523/526A
5 for $55.00
TRANSISTORS 8 I.C: s...MIN. 10, CAN MIX
Pop. I.C. Ws
STEREO Ws
D 712
DM133
$1.50
MN8303...$3.95
D 713
DA101
$1.50
D 2SC1034 ..$5.95
D 714
$1.50
HA1388
D 2SC867A .43.50
D 715
HA1396
$1.75
2SD871 ...$5.50
731
$1.50
HA1398
AN5210 ...56.50
790
$1.50
UPC1181
AN5310 ...$3.95
819
$2.25
D UPC7182
AN5320 ...$3.25
D 820
UPC1185H
$2.25
D AN5435 ...52.95
848
D UPC1367
$2.95
2SC2577 ..$2.25
1175
UPC1368
$2.25
T.V. Ws
2SC1114 ..$3.75

GENERAL
Exact Rep. for SG613
Voltage Regulator Plugs
3 Amp 1000 PIV Rectifiers
2.5 Amps 1000 PIV Rectifiers
MST005ANHF/UHF-Tuning Module
MST013RANHF/UHF-Tuning Module
ZEN -9-103-04 Module
Syl-02-39198-1-2 Module

5

$5.95
$5.75
$5.25
$5.50
$4.95
$1.00
$1.00
$3.50
$3.25
$3.95

for $35.00

ea. $6.95
100 for $15.95
100 for $8.95

$29.00
$29.00
$6.95
$11.95

Quantity Prices Available
Letters of credit and all checks placed on deposit with Bank of Hallendale,
FL. VISA & Master Charge accepted. Min. order $75. FOB Dania, FL.
Catalog $3, refundable upon order.
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

Address
State

SSW

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS

It's plenty tough being

.

standing capacitor
ratings and types.

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800.327-0224

an electronics sales and

Opportunity knocks

They are often made by rolling foil
plates together with some form of
dielectric, and this construction
produces inductance. Also, since
there is no such thing as a perfect
conductor -at least, at room temperature - there will be some resistance associated with every
capacitor.
In many applications, the resistance and inductance can be ignored. However, the manufacturer
doesn't know how you are going to
use their product, so the resistance
and inductance are included in
their specifications.
Figure 7 shows the equivalent
circuit for a capacitor. The leakage
resistance (Rp) is due to the fact
that there is no such thing as a perfect insulator or dielectric. The
series resistor (Rs) represents the
fact that there are no perfect conductors. The inductance is caused
by the construction of the capacitor, and the fact that all conductors have a certain amount of self
inductance.
The equivalent circuit of Figure
7 is very important for under-

--

---- Zip---____

-- Phone -

Member of State E Local E Assn

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS
2022 Tigertail Blvd., Dania, FL 33004
TOLL FREE: 1.800.327.0224

Phone (305) 920.3550
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Hand-held DMM
Beckman Industrial Corporation,
Brea, CA, has added a new ruggedized, handheld DMM to its
HD100 series. The HD130's True
RMS capability allows it to accurately measure non-sinusoidal
waves such as pulse trains,
triangular waves or distorted sine
waves, common in such applications as switching power supplies
or motor speed controllers. The do
voltage accuracy is 0.1 percent
compared to an outstanding 0.25
percent on the HD100 and HD110,
the other models in the series.

microwave ovens with typical oven
power of 600-700W, 960W maximum. MCM's new magnetrons
work in all microwave oven
brands, such as Sharp, Tappan,
Litton and Hotpoint. Mounting
studs provide easy installation and
are removable for applications not
requiring them.
Circle (109) on Reply Card

IEEE 488 BUS INTER/ACE
MODEL 1872

Digital multitester
Universal Enterprises, Portland, OR, offers a pocket-size
digital multitester, DM20, measuring only 4" x 21/2" x 1". Accurate
and easy to use, the DM20 is a
practical choice for the service
technician, field engineer, the
growing electronics market and
for do-it-yourself use. Fourteen
ranges cover most electrical and
electronic measurements. Zero 500V of ac power tests hot water
heating elements, small appliance
power cords, fuses and wall -mount
switches, 0-20V of dc power tests
car and truck batteries, and for

electronics, resistance ranges
from 0-2K0 for measuring resistors, diodes and transistors, to
2MO for checking electronic cir-

cuits and general circuit
These DMMs feature special
o -ring seals, ultrasonically welded
display window and sealed input
jacks to protect the internal electronics from contamination. All do
inputs are protected up to
1500Vdc or 1000Vrms. Current
ranges are protected to 2A/600V
with resistance ranges protected
to 600Vdc. Transient protection
extends up to 6kV for 10µs.
Circle (100) on Reply Card

Replacement magnetrons
MCM Electronics, Centerville,
OH, has introduced low-cost

replacement magnetrons for
microwave ovens. These magnetrons were designed for use in
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functions, and dual -channel inputs
may replace up to six instruments
in many bus setups. Because it's a
full bus talker and listener, the
computer/controller can select any
of the SC61's digital readout functions for fully automatic tests.
The SC61 brings wideband peak to -peak voltage readings to the
IEEE bus. Its VPP circuit
measures the peak -to -peak level of
any signal to 60MHz (- 3dB). The
designer is able to feed signals to
the IEEE bus that agree directly
with conventional oscilloscope
readings.

troubleshooting. It also has a
range of 0-200dc mA.
DM20 features a 31/2 -digit,
0.5 -inch LCD display, auto polarity, overrange indication and diode
test function. All current ranges
are fuse and varistor protected
and circuitry is protected to 250V
minimum.
Circle (121) on Reply Card

Bus added to waveform analyzer
Sencore, Sioux Falls, SD, announces the first instrument to
feed all conventional oscilloscope
measurements to a computer or
automatic test system through the
IEEE 488 General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB). Model SC61
waveform analyzer serves multiple

September 1984

The SC61 has two ac channels

that each measure PPV and fre-

quency. The two dcV inputs are
normally connected in parallel

with the ac channels for

simultaneous measurement of do
but can be electrically isolated
from the ac channels. Therefore,
up to four separate test points can
be monitored at one time. The
unit's functions also eliminate connecting a separate frequency
counter and meter to a test point

to monitor frequency

and

amplitude. In many cases, the
SC61 replaces six separate instruments (two do meters, two frequency meters and two amplitude
meters) for data logging or
automated testing applications.
Circle (122) on Reply Card

Desoldering station
The model SA -4 Desoldering
Station, manufactured by Davle
Tech, features a self-contained,
high -volume vacuum pump for
easy removal of solder from
through -hole and multilayer applications. Additional features include trigger -actuated pistol grip
design, no -clog system with transparent solder collector, easy collector cleaning, grounded for use
with delicate MOS and CMOS components, and specially processed
long-life nozzle. The SA -4 is
available for either 115V or 230V

50/60 Hz input, and is compact and
lightweight for portability. A handy tool holder is built into the control unit. Includes 0.039 -inch
(1mm) nozzle. Optional nozzles
available from 0.031 -inch (0.8mm)
to 0.063 -inch (1.6mm) diameter.
Circle (125) on Reply Card

feature a spring -loaded hook that
attaches to delicate component
leads and terminals to free hands
while circuit testing. A beryllium
copper hook retracts into a plastic
housing when removed from the
contact point to prevent possible
shorting of components. Mueller
Clippers are available in four sizes,

FREE!
New Catalog of
Hard -To -Find

Precision Tools

Programmable video generator
Leader Instruments, Hauppage,
NY, has introduced the LVG-1600
programmable video generator,
which has the functions to fully

test almost any monochrome or
color display system.
The LVG -1600 generates both
RGB and Sync signals and composite video signals for testing
monochrome and color CRT displays. Nine standard patterns,
stored in an EPROM, allow testing
of color purity, bandwidth, focus,
resolution, linearity, brightness
and convergence. Patterns include
a full ASCII and JIS character set,
color bars and gray scales. The
EPROM is removable so that user created patterns (up to 55) can be
used.

Test conditions can also be
created via the front panel. Programmable features include clock
frequencies between 5 and 40MHz,
character size up to 16x16, number
of rasters and color. Outputs are
available via three formats: RGB
and horizontal sync, H/V composite sync and vertical sync on
BNC connectors; TTL sync and
video signals on an Amphenol 57
series -type 24 pin connector; and
analog 750 outputs on an
Amphenol-57 series -type connector. Composite video is available
on both the BNC and 24-pin connector. All outputs are fully protected.
Circle (126) on Reply Card

Test Clips
A new line of Clipper plunger type test clips have been introduced by Mueller Electric Company, Cleveland, OH. Clippers

21/2 -inch, 31/2 -inch and
Smaller sizes assist testing

13/4 -inch,

5 -inch.

on

high -density boards and

general-purpose applications,
while larger sizes test through wiring nests and hard -to -reach areas.
Circle (128) on Reply Card

Jensen's new catalog is jam-packed
with more than 2,000 quality items.
Your single source for hard-to -find
precision tools used by electronic
technicians, scientists, engineers,
schools, instrument mechanics,
laboratories and government agencies. This popular catalog also contains Jensen's world-famous line of
more than 40 tool kits. Call or write
for your free copy today!

JENSEN
Glue Gun
A lightweight, solid-state hot melt glue gun designed specifically
for commercial use has been introduced by the Bostik Division of
the Emhart Chemical Group, Middleton, MA. The T.G. 3 offers sturdy, lightweight construction,
1 -hand

operation and clean

modern design to make it suitable
for florists, upholsterers, carpet
layers, electricians, craftsmen and

TOOLS INC.

7815 S. 46th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85040
I (602) 968-6241

Circle (24) on Reply Card

MOVING?
If you're planning a move in
the near future, don't risk
missing an issue of Elec-

tronic

Servicing

&

Technology. Please give us
6-8 weeks notice if you're
planning on changing your
address. Just write in your
new address below and mail
this coupon, WITH YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION MAILING
LABEL, to:

ELE01i1CiiiC
electronics professionals. The new
glue gun may also be used for light
industrial and product assembly
applications. The T.G. 3 also
features a tough, impact resistant
plastic housing. It weighs less than
8 ounces and measures 61/2 inches.
A no -drip nozzle assures neat,
clean operation for a wide variety
of assembly and mending opera Continued on page 61
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Readers' Exchange

Needed: Power transformer and picture tube socket for GE TV model
WM373CWD-2. Please state price. George Saylor, 2819 Parrish St.,
Philadelphia, PA 19180.
Needed: Schematic or service manual for a Toyo AM/FM cassette stereo,
model #CRH-508. Rev. F. C. Lewis Sr., 5728 Hemming Way, El Paso, TX
79924.

Needed: Oscilloscope, 3 -inch or 5 -inch, 4.5MHz. Tube or solid-state with instructions manual. O.D. Mann Jr., 158 Prospect St., Schoharie, NY 12157;

For Sale: Sencore scope PS 148A. B&K analyst #1075. B&K radio analyst
#960. Take all for $300 plus shipping. Charles Okun, 501 Riverdale Ave.,
Yonkers, NY 10705; 914-968-8259.

518-295-8930.

Needed: Schematic for Atwater-Kent radio model 627. Will copy and
return or buy a copy. Jeff Pelzel, Pelzel TV, 521B W. Main, Sleepy Eye, MN

For Sale: B&K 1077-B analyst, $150. B&K 415 sweep/marker generator,
$150, like new. Manuals and cables included. J.M.S. Electronics, S.E. 881
Binns Swiger LP, Shelton, WA 98584; 206-426-7220.

56085; 507-794-7443.

Wanted: Schematic for AM/FM cassette unit, Craftman model SL -7702.
Will pay or copy and send back. Robert Alvarez, 424 Denver, San Antonio,

For Sale: Tektronix 7613 mainframes, $2550. Tektronix 465 with probes,
$1425. Sams' Photofacts #704-1472 with full suspension files $775/best offer. Large assortment of late model tubes, mostly compactrons with caddys. Charles S. Bryant, Palos Verdes Estates, CA 90274, 213-375-3006.

TX 78210.

For Sale: Bell

& Howell home entertainment electronics course, 100
lessons in 10 3 -ring binders, includes laboratory module, $100. NRI Master
automotive machine course, 75 lessons in three oversized 3 -ring binders,
$75. Television and video recorder service manuals for Sony, GE and
others. Send s.a.s.e. for list. Don Hicke, Apt. 2, 3351 Madison Ave., San

Diego, CA 92116.

For Sale: B&K transistor tester model 520B, $135. American Technology
model ATC-10 color bar generator, modes: crosshatch, gray quad., red
raster, color bars, 3.58MHz monitor outputs, RF/1F (video + and -) video,
sync (horn. and vert.), $195. American postal order. Both in excellent condition, complete with cables and operating manuals. Frank B. Hill, Hill's
TV, Box 160, Glen Ewen, Saskatchewan, Socico, Canada.

For Sale: Fluke model 803B differential ac/dc voltmeter, $100. HewlettPackard model 400 AB ac VTVM, $50. Need: High voltage transformer for
Hewlett-Packard model 130B oscilloscope, or will sell for $80. Bill Garbutt,

Needed: Schematic for Stromberg Carlson No. 225 radio receiver. Gene
Victori, 528 Mansel Drive, Landing NJ 07850.

1680 Kingsbury, Casper, WY 82609.

For Sale: 40 -foot semi -trailer full of new and used electronic parts and

For Sale: Two Jerold gelbraltar amp models 3660 and 3661, in good working condition, $100 each. Also UHF and VHF converters and headend
amps, Jerold channel master. For details call: R. Garcia; 707-279-1938.

For Sale: VA48, in mint condition with manual and probes, $850. Robert L.
Blount, 40 SW 8th Ave1, Delray Beach, FL 33444.
For Sale: Sylvania RE25AMP22 Kine, $45 plus postage. Alliance U100
rotor, $25 plus postage. Assorted points rebuilt RCA modules, 50 percent
off list price. Send s.a.s.e. for details. Bill Messina, 52 Railroad Ave., Morwood, MA 02062.

Wanted: Module #8945-2 for Admiral TV. Joe Koesin, Woodbridge Radio
and Television, 75 Schoder Ave., Woodbridge, NJ 07095; 201-634-1306.
Needed: Hickok generator model 661. Hickok generator model 656. Precision generator model E-310 and E-2000. Jim Shoemaker, 600 First St.,

components, including recording console, 2 -inch tape machines, recording
electronics, racks, electron microscope. Send s.a.s.e. for list or call Richard
Autry, 19091/2 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90404; 213829-1360/829-2237.

For Sale: Elco model 460 scope

in good working condition. Send $10 for
shipping plus $100 c.o.d. to Gad Barzily, 84-39 120th St., Kew Gardens, NY
11415.

For Sale: Heath IG-14 marker generator, $95. Heath TV alignment
generator TS4A, $70. Heath 10-1128 vector monitor, $50. Heath TT1A
mutual conductance tube checker, $90. Prices include UPS charges. All include manuals and cables. J.M. Thurston, Thurston TV & Radio, 5738 US
33 N., Fort Wayne, IN 46818.

Wanted: Schematic or service manual for B&K model 970 transistor
analyst, and Intellevision video game model 2609,. Glaser's TV Service,
Box 116, Bruno, Saskachewan, SOK OSO Canada.

Leechburg, PA 15656; 412-842-8321.

For Sale: Many older, but new flys, yokes, vert. About 30 parts in
for $50 plus postage. Dan's

all. All
TV, P.O. Box 42, Osakis, MN 56360;

Wanted: Documentation schematics operating manual service; also want
information about Hazeltine H2000 -A video terminal. Samuel Pearlman,
25 Wolcott Road, Lynn, MA 01902; 617-598-0610.

612-859-2851.

Needed: High voltage transformer for Tektronix type 453 oscilloscope,
part #120-0360-00. Frank Beckerle, 313 Woodcrest Dr., Buffalo, NY 14220;
716-823-1571.

For Sale: WP -26A Isotap, $45. Heathkit EES-320-1B digital training
course with trainer kit, $89. NRI TV color course with CRT kits for study
projects, build TV or test jig, $95. Bob Begun, 1056 Fraser, Aurora, CO
80011.

Needed: Schematic for ADX model 5000 bass frequency mixer, bass guitar
amplifier. McPherson Electronics, 1219 S. College Ave., Dixon, IL 61021.

For Sale: B&K analyst, model 1077B. Will ship, $300. Al Rose, 650 Daphne
St., Broomfield, CO 80020; 303-466-6798.
Needed: Chronetics pulse generator, model PG13-B. Will buy or copy and
return, plus cash. Also want the company's new address or status. Richard
Curtis, 1911 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90404; 213-829-2237/
829-1360.

Needed: Current tube chart or manual for Precision apparatus/PACO
model 612 tube tester or more recent PACO model. Will pay reasonable
price tò copy and return, or will buy. Also need updated receiving tube
manual. Donald Wildermann, 1412 N. Jackson St., Salisbury, NC 28114.

For Sale: Ryder radio manuals, 23 books. Also Sams' folders,

50311.

#1 to #512 in
file cabinet. Take either or both, make offer. You pay shipping
costs. Dennis Tipton, 17E 57th Terr., Kansas City, MO 64113.

For Sale: Electronic technician schematics from October 1965 to
December 1977, $25, plus shipping. Jerome Stanisz, 163 Richard Drive,
Elmhurst, IL 60126.

Wanted: Johnson's CB transceiver tester with operating manual. Heathkit
isolation transformer, model IP -10 in good working order. Military surplus
(Bird) wattmeter in good condition. Hare Dowdle, Route 1, Box 71, Wilcox,
PA 15870; 814-929-5591.

For Sale: Sencore CA55 Capacitor analyzer, in mint condition. Asking
$400. Daniel C. Lee, P.O. Box 42, Osakis, MN 56360; 612-859-2851.

5-drawer

For Sale: B&K 747 tube checker, new and old tubes. Ryder radio manuals.
Alvin J. Jacobson, Prior Electronics Service. 416 W. Second St., Williston,

Needed: Manual or schematic for a B&K 1077B TV analyst. Will copy and
return or purchase. David O'Btenes, Rt. 8, Box 287F, Gainesville, GA 30501.

ND 58801; 701-572-5712.

Wanted: Zenith factory service manual for chassis 14N27 TV receiver.
Paul Capito, 637 W. 21st St., Erie, PA 16502.

Needed: Schematic or servie manual for a color TV receiver by Seville
Enterprises, model #C191. Marvin Ludolph, P.O. Box 273, Walker, IA

For Sale: Heathkit, IT-3120 transistor tester, also IM-5228 VTVM,

52352.

60

Wanted: Diagram of Lloyd's 8 -track stereo, model 2m75w-07a. Lynn
Weigle, CET, Lynn's TV & Electronics, 6805 Forest Court, Des Moines, IA
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assembled with manuals. $40 each, including shipping. Calvin S. Logue Jr.,
17 J Washington Lane, Westminster, MD 21157.

Continued from page 59
tions. The redundant Glue Gun
operates on standard 110/120V.
Circle (129) on Reply Card

Deep kit for service technicians
Jensen's JTK-99 tool selection
for service technicians is available
in a super -deep polyethylene case
layered with 5 -inch high -density
foam. Measuring 173/4" x 141/2" x
13", the new case is designed to
provide additional room for protection and storage of meters,
oscilloscope or other delicate instruments and test equipment
used in the field. Foam may be cut
to conform to any shape or completely removed for full five inches
of storage space in the bottom of
the case.

to exercise and troubleshoot faulty
drives down to the component
level.
Model 1024-P is the basic ac
powered bench version. Model
1024-MPC, ac powered, also
powers 51/4 -inch and micro drives.

nut drivers, punches, files,

in

*Technical and Business

Seminars and Workshops
*TYRO Servicing

Model 1024-PC adds the capability
of powering 8-inch drives to the
features of the MPC. Models MPC

and PC have power monitor LEDs
to indicate overloads on all supplies. Both regulator and fuses are
used for tester protection.

Variable isolated
ac power source
VIZ Test Equipment, a new division of VIZ Manufacturing Company, has announced a variable
output isolated ac power source,

*Computer Troubleshooting
*Digital Training Course
Lessons
*Teachers Coniarence
*Beach Party & more

get details by writing:

i/I\N

11111111111

;;ETA
/i
R.R. 3 Box 564

Greencastle,

IN

46135

model WP -29A.

SINCE 1950

Circle (130) on Reply Card

Michigan City, IN, introduced a
portable unit of floppy disk drive
tester exercisers, model 1024.
Three new ac powered bench models, using the same configuration,
are now being added to the line.
All Teaco 1024s will exercise and
service micro drives, 51/4 -inch mini
floppy drives, and 8-inch drives
with standard interface. They provide status indication of all signal
lines from the drive under test and
supply the necessary signals to the
drive, enabling service personnel

24-27

CLEARWATER, FLORIDA

measuring tools, wire strippers,
soldering equipment and other instruments totaling more than 85
tools used in the service and repair
of radio -TV, sound equipment,
communication systems and other
electronic devices. Custom fit tool
pallets are removable. Bottom
pallet is hinged to a 16" x 13" x 3"
lift-out tray ideal for small parts.

Floppy disk drive tester
Earlier this year, Teaco,

The 1984 Technician's
Convention takes place

May

Circle (131) on Reply Card

Standard JTK-99 tool selection
includes pliers, wrenches hex and

ATTENTION
TECHNICIANS

The VIZ WP -29A is designed to
provide isolated ac output from OV
to 150V, 0-2.25A continuous at
60kHz. Input voltage and isolated
output voltage can be monitored
on a large, taut band meter with
an accuracy of ± 2%.
The unit is suitable for incoming
or outgoing quality control, servicing or design work where testing
circuits at higher or lower than
normal voltages is required.
The WP -29A "ISO -V -AC" is one
of a series of nine new products being introduced by VIZ in 1984. The
unit measures 38/8" x 86/8" x 91/2",
and weighs 15 pounds.

LEADING SPOKESMAN
TRADE INFORMATION
DISPENSER
WATCHDOG
NATESA SCOPE
STANDARDS YARDSTICK
CONSUMER RELATIONS
PROBLEM SOLVER
CONCISE PRACTICAL
BUSINESS OPERATIONS
MANUAL

SERVICE CONTRACT
MANUAL
CUSTOMER PLEASING
PROFIT PRODUCING
ORDER FORMS
PARTS PROCUREMENT
EXPEDITOR
SERVICE BUSINESS
DIVERSIFICATION PLANS
TECHNICIAN DEVELOPER

Circle (60) on Reply Card
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Troubleshooting
Tips

Resistor burning, and no high voltage
RCA CTC68 (Photofact 1437-2 and 1517-1)
Occasionally, local TV -shop owners ask me for
help with difficult repairs. This RCA CTC68 with
SCR sweep was one of those. There was no high
voltage and resistor R409 on the PW400 board was
overheating. However, during the initial testing, the
symptoms changed to tripping of the circuit breaker
a couple of seconds after power was applied.
About that time, I remembered an article about
troubleshooting SCR -sweep circuits, found the article and read it. Armed with this knowledge, I decided the commutator circuit must be open.
However, I checked all parts and wiring in this area
and found no opens. Then I remembered a technician had told me about bad SCR sockets. After installation of new sockets, the original symptoms of
no voltage with a smoking R409 returned.
Next, I decided - erroneously - that R409 was the
cause of the HV loss. After wasting several hours
testing the R409 circuit, I finally knew that R409
was affected by the problem; it was not the problem.
Next, I checked waveforms in the sweep circuit
(something I should have done much sooner). At the
SCR102 (retrace) anode was a jagged -top square
wave instead of the correct waveform. I found we
had accidently placed two trace SCRs in the sockets
instead of one trace and one retrace type. After the
error was corrected, the SCR102 anode waveform
was more nearly correct, but the symptoms remained unchanged.

When I scoped the SCR gate waveforms, there
was no drive signal at the gate of the trace SCR101.
I checked the signal path from the SCR101 gate
back to T401 and found that coil L401 was open.
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After L401 was replaced, the high voltage returned and R409 no longer overheated. A normal
range of high voltage was obtained by adjustments,
and was left at the recommended voltage. Because
R409 had been severely burned, I replaced it with a
new 2 -percent flameproof type. A time test of
several hours showed no abnormal operation, and
the high voltage remained constant, so the receiver
was released to the shop owner for delivery to the
customer.
Several lessons can be learned from this one case.
Both SCRs in the RCA circuit must have gate -to cathode drive, although the two waveforms are different. Component overload that is produced by a
defect somewhere else should not be confused with a
defect in that component itself. And finally, a scope
should be used when deflection signal amplitude or
waveform is important to the circuit operation.
Phillip M. Jones, CET
Martinsville, VA

Puzzling symptoms
Most brands and models
Thanks to the many servicing articles in Electronic Servicing and Technology, my troubleshooting times have been reduced considerably. A
discussion about techniques I have learned (or polished) from ES&T articles might benefit other
readers.
When the symptoms are unusual and do not point
to any certain defect, check the various Vdc supplies
carefully. After the do voltage is measured, use your
scope to show any waveforms that should not be
riding on the dc. These undesired signals can cause
many strange symptoms, from bending pictures to
lines in the picture. The symptoms disappear with
the waveforms. New filters usually are the solution.
A meter measurement of the ac input-line current
shows excessive power consumption that might indicate a leakage or short circuit in a B + supply
source.
If the receiver is tripping its circuit breaker or
blowing the line fuse, I turn off the ac power and
test all the B + and/or B - supply -voltage sources
for low resistances. Do not apply full line voltage until you are certain no shorts exist on these voltage
sources. And don't stop with the filter capacitors,
but remember that bypass capacitors can leak and
reduce the voltage, also.
When the overload is not severe enough to trip the
breaker, apply ac -line power through a variable voltage transformer (with ac meter). Limit the line
voltage at the receiver until the threat of damage
from a short is over.
All these suggestions are simple and, in fact, most
technicians know them already. But most of us need
reminders now and then. Following these suggestions can save time and reduce damage to the electronic components.
Bill Gilbert
Lincoln, NE

TECHNICIANS .. .
Get serious
about your profession!
GET CERTIFIED!

CERTIFIED

P

Name

Address

fabrication of custom transformers, coils and inductors. Experience with all types of wire winding
equipment including Universal, Toroid, layer and
indented margin. Production experience not applicable.

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, one of the nation's largest and most prestigious energy and nuclear ordnance research facilities. Our outstanding benefits package includes
paid health, vision, dental and life insurance; sick
leave; retirement; social and recreational clubs;
Credit Union; employee savings plan with matching
company contribution and 24 days paid vacation
plus 4 holidays and Christmas week shutdown.
SANDIA ALSO PAYS MOVING AND TRAVEL
EXPENSES.

City
State

Copies

SENIOR ELECTRICAL FABRICATION TECHNICIAN - Requires an apprenticeship or two years
technical institute schooling plus 3 years in design,
layout, planning and fabrication of custom electronic
packaging. Production experience not applicable.

PROTOTYPE TRANSFORMER AND COIL
SPECIALIST - Requires a minimum of 4 years in

Now you can order the "Study Guide for the Associate
Level CET Test" from the International Society of
Certified Electronics Technicians. It includes material
covering the most often missed questions on the
Associate CET Exam. 81/2" x 11", paperback, 96
pages.

Send check to ISCET, 2708 W. Berry
Ft. Worth, Texas 76109

HELP WANTED

Please forward resume to: Ed Gullick, Personnel
Division 3533-H4, Sandia National Laboratories,
P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185.

Zip

co

SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

$5.00 ea.

U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F/V/H

Send material about ISCET
and becoming certified.

ELECTRONIC SJRPLUS: CLOSEOUTS, LIQUIDATIONS! Parts, equipment stereo, industrial educational. Amazing values! Fascinating items unavailable
in stores or catalogs anywhere. Unusual FREE catalog
ETCO-011, Box 762, Plattsburgh, NY 12901.
6-78-tfn
CRYSTALS. Over 100,000 in stock. All frequencies
available. CB, Ham, monitor and others. Medcom, Box
6232, Lubbock, TX 79493.
7-84-3t

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 50
cents per word, each insertion, and must be accompanied by payment to insure publication.
Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.

Minimum classified charge $10.00.
For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding
(blind ads), there is an additional charge of $3.00 per
insertion to cover department number, processing of
replies, and mailing costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of any
products regularly produced by manufacturers unless
used and no longer owned by the manufacturer or
distributor.

FOR SALE
CABLE CONVERTERS, decoders, $1.00 Refundable
APS, POB 263ES Newport, R.I.02840.
1-84-tfn
SUBSCRIPTION TV MANUAL, covers all three major
scrambling systems, only $12.95. Includes theory, circuits,. waveforms and trouble shooting hints. Save
your VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES on EPROM with our
EPROM duplicator. Plans $9.95. Catalogue $2.00,
refundable. RANDOM ACCESS, Box 41770A, Phoenix,
AZ 85080.
8-83-tfn

PRINTED CIRCUIT boards from your sketch or artwork. Affordable prices. Also fun kit projects. Free
details. DANOCINTHS INC. Dept. ES, Box 261,
Westland, MI 48185.
5-81-tfn

SCRAMBLED TELEVISION, encoding/decoding. New
book. Theory/circuits, $9.95 plus $1 shipping. Workshop, Box 393ES, Dept. E, Bethpage, NY 11714.7-80-tfn

TUBES-Receiving, Industrial and Semi -conductors,
factory boxed. free price list. Low; low prices.
TRANSLETERONIC INC., 1365 -39th Street, Brooklyn,
NY 11218E, 800-221-5802, 212-633-2800.

MAKE TELEPHONE answering machine servicing
simple & professional. Without tying up your phone
lines, our ring simulator will activate any machine on
the market. You can hear the outgoing message, give
your message, and also have the availability to check
machines that have remote capability. Send your
check for $85.00 made payable to PSI, INC. to cover
cost of machine shipping and handling or call: (201)
845-6669. PSI, Inc. is located at: 34, Route 17 North,
Paramus, New Jersey, 07652.
4-84-tf n
RADIO TECHNICIANS! We specialize in CB
repair/modification books, plans, kits. Also digital frequency expanders, RF amps, outboard oscillators, FM
conversions, speech processors, IF interference
filters, other technical information not available
elsewhere. Catalog $2. CBCI, Box 31500E, Phoenix, AZ
CB

85046. (602) 996-8700.

3 -84-ft n

5-82-tfn

TV TROUBLE ANALYSIS TIPS. Over 300 symptoms/
remedies by circuit area; tough ones over the years.
Save time and money. Send $12.50 to CHAN TV, 8151
Grandview Rd., Chanhassen, MN 55317, 5-82-tfn

NEW COMPUTER hardware/software debugging tool.
Memory Activity Monitor saves time with TS1000/ZX81, TS -1500, TS -2068, VIC 20, C64, and more.
SASE brings complete information. Synchronicity Research, P.O. Box 153, Tonkawa, OK 74653.
8-84-2t
SAVE TIME ON COLOR TV REPAIRS. Over 3,000 tips
on 31 brands. 116 page manual, $21.00 PP. Send check
or M.O. to: A.F. FERNANDEZ, P.O. Box 546110, Surf
side, Florida, 33154.
8-84-2t

FULL LINE of TV converters. Wireless and manual
computable to Jerrold and Oak Systems. This month
special Jerrold DRX400 only $82; RG59U 1000 ft rolls
only $39; F59U fittings only $9/100 pcs. RED COAT

ELECTRONICS,

New Address

and Phone:

104.20 -68th Drive, Forest Hills, N.Y. 11374, Tele. (212)
459.5088.
4-84tfn

SONY-PANASONIC-RCA-ZENITH EXACT REPLACEMENT PARTS-SONY PARTS AND TRINITRON SPECIALISTS. LARGE INVENTORIES, CALL
516-678-1700 OR WRITE WITH PART NEEDED.
GREEN -TELE -RADIO, 172 SUNRISE HIGHWAY,
ROCKVILLE CENTER, NY 11570.
3-74-tfn

-

SINEWAVE TV DESCRAMBLER, video and sound in
TV or VCR. Complete kit and instruction manual ready
to go $114.95 plus $6.10 S/H. Quantity discounts
available, dealers welcome. Free flyer information.
CABLE SEARCHER, PO Box 182, Carle Place Station,
NY 11514.

8-84-3t

INDIVIDUAL PHOTOFACT FOLDERS (Not sets). #1 to
#1400 $3.00 first-class postpaid. Loeb, 414 Chestnut
Lane, East Meadow, NY, 11554.
9-84-3t

AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement parts:
Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford, Motorola, Panasonic and
many others. Large inventory. Laran Electronics, Inc.,
3768 Boston Road, Bronx, NY 10469. (212) 881-9600,
out of New York State (800) 223-8314.
5-79-tf
FOR LIST of 946 SAMS send stamped self addressed
envelope to Midway Electronics, 231 N. Tyndall
Parkway, Panama City, FL. 32404.
9-84-1t
TV SHOP CLOSED OUT. Inventory for sale. Best offer
takes. Box 425, San Ysidro, CA 92073.
9-84-2t
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HELP WANTED
TV TECH NEEDED: Must be experienced on road and
bench. Good pay. Incentive plan. Reply Box 894,
9-84.2t
Union. NJ 07083.

SERVICES
SPEAKER RECONINO: Most makes, sizes, models.
For prompt service send to Mercury Speaker ReconIng, 2018 W. Division St., Chicago, Illinois, 80822; (312)
9-83-tfn
278.2211.

WANTED
PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT, working or
not, write or call: Chicago Television, 633 North
8-84-3t
Semoran Blvd., Orlando, Florida 32807,

iEDIA..°,

BUYER
These firms

Reader
Service
Number

ARE the

electronics
industry.
And, they ALL
advertise with ES&T...

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
LEARN TO REPAIR HOME VIDEO GAMES IN YOUR
OWN SHOP! Did you know that more than 9 million
HOME VIDEO games have been sold? Now you can
learn to repair! Atari, Coleco, Intellivision, or Atari
400/800 computers in your own shop. Our courses are
taught on VIDEO TAPE (Beta or VHS) and come with a
manual containing all the necessary technical information you will need to do repairs. For more information or to order, call: Electronic Institute (800) 221-0834

(outside N.Y.) or (212) 377-0369 (in N.Y.) Customized
live in shop training courses are also available, call for
7-83-tfn
more information and price schedules.

rVVIDEO RENTAL SYSTEMS. Manual or computerized for Apple and trs 80 computers. Increase your Income, cut your workload and payroll. $5.00 for printouts and complete details. GOLDCOAST COMPU1 CRS, BOX 33, OWENSBORO, KY 42302.

7.84-tfn

PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT, one man
oaelation, full training and technical assistance. Buy
with confidence from experts in the field. Call or write:
Chicago Television, 633 N. Semoran Blvd., Orlando,
7-84-31
Florida 32807, Ph. 305.281.1260.

TV REPAIR STORE in Claremore, Oklahoma, 20 miles
from Tulsa. Doing over $80,000 first year In repairs,
Over $10,000 in stock and equipment. Must sell,
8-84-2t
make offer 918-342-4926.

UIEGTROAIO
Servicing lfrdtnology

Cleveland Institute
Cooper Group
John Fluke
General Electric
Global Specialties
Gould Instruments
Heath kit
Hitachi
Keithley Instruments
Leader Instruments
NRI Schools (McGraw-Hill)
Panasonic
Philips ECG
Howard W. Sams
Sencore
Simpson Electric
Sony
Sprague Products
A.W. Sperry Instruments
TCG/New-Tone
Tektronix
Ungar
Winegard
Zenith

22
21

Digitron Electronic

...to name a few.

18

6

RCA

Co

20

It's the HOT new medium in electronics...

some
Ask for a media kit

8-5 / C.S.T.

P.O. Box 12901

Overland Park, KS 66212 9134386-4664

. j

Also publishers of

Circle (25) on Reply Card

ATTENTION

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS
Highly Effective Home Study BSEE Degree Program for Experienced Electronic Technicians
Our New Advanced Placement Program grants
Credit for previous Schooling & Professional Experience. Advance Rapidly! Our 40th Vend
FREE DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE!

Cook's Institute of Electronics Engineering
P.O. BOX 20345, JACKSON, MS 39209

BROâDC T

SID
L1=J
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Radio VTelevislHn

..ABP

5

General Electric Co.
Television
Hameg, Inc.
Hykon Manufacturing

17
41

Co
24

4
19

53

Jensen Tools Inc.. 27-28,59
Leader Instruments
25-26
Corp.
1
MCM Electronics
Moody Tools Inc.
53
61
NATESA
NESDA
57,63
NRI Schools- Electronics
25-26
Div.

paid -

Go with those who know...

MON. TNRU FRI.

61

John Fluke Mfg. Co.,
Inc.

11

Your test equipment, replacement
parts, books, schools, microcomputers, satellite TVRO, audio &
video, and other servicing -related
clients deserve ES&T, too.

ing
Incerte &Technook1gublishingp ration

7

ETA
5

ABC audited,
circulation has doubled

1-800-228-4338

64

55
55
37-38

-

E.S.I., Inc

*Total

Everyone benefits...
pricing by "The Book"

IBC

Inc.

*Total ad linage up by 300%

P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 88212
Phone: (913) 888-4884

Chemtronics, Inc.... 25-26
Cleveland Institute of
Electronics
27-28
21
Conifer Corp.
Consolidated Electronics,
Cook's Institute of
Electronics
Engineering
The Cooper Group
Dandy Manufacturing

1982)

to pricing

48
Equip. Corp.
B&K Precision Dynascan
51
Corp.

26

*More sales leads (over 100,000 in

&radio

13

1

NATIONAL SALES MANAGER
Greg Garrison

kv

Automatic Production

12

Advertising Sales Offices

tech's guide

27
AP Products

B&K Precision

Page

Number

New -Tone Electronics,
Inc.
23

Optima Electronics

16

PTS Corp.

7

2,3
14
17
15

25
10
8

19

57
47

Pocket Technology, Inc .9
Products International,
Inc.
Sencore, Inc
Simpson Electric
Sony Video

27-28
BC

Co....43

....

49
Communications
A.W. Sperry Instruments
45
Inc.
64
Sperry Tech, Inc.
15
Tele -Teck Corp.
Test Probes, Inc
37-38

Winegard Corp
Zenith Radio Corp.

10-11
-

.. IFC

WHAT WILL YOU
FIND IN CEPS FREE
1984 FALL CATALOG?

ALL OF YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS NEEDED!
Thats right, CEI does stock all of the electronic
parts you'll ever need, at the lowest prices ever.
And with over 500 new items in stock, we
are sure you will be able to find the electronic
parts you need.

At Consolidated Electronics, we offer a
two year warranty on every part. Not only
that, we're offering *Free shipping and handling.
Just call us toll free for details.

i

'If order

is $75.00 or more and is

less than sibs, and shipped only in the continental U.S.

ConsolicJated Electronics, IncorporatecJ
1-800-543-3568
NATIONAL WATS

CALL TOLL FREE
IN

DAYTON,OHIO, OALL(513)252-5662
Circle

(1) on Reply Card
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Now Introduce the all new standardfor the 80's-MODEL VA62.
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Cut your video service time in half
The Sencore VA48 TV Analyzer,
introduced in 1976, quickly became
the industry standard for video service. It is now used by more than
22,000 technicians nationwide who
have averaged an overall 54%
reduction in service time, according
to a recent survey of VA48 owners.
But Times Change: Today's video
circuits include projection TV, 4 -head
VCRs, SAW filters, comb filters, integrated flybacks, cable -ready tuners,

Please send complete VA62 details:

Name
Address
City
State
Phone

Zip

(Mail to Sencore, 3200 Sencore Drive,
Sioux Falls, SD 57107)

and many more circuits you just
can't service effectively with the
VA48. That's why we now have the
VA62-the only video analyzer that
equips you for all of these new video
circuits-and then some.
In a Nutshell: Here's what makes

the VA62 unique:
It's a TV analyzer-Fully updated

for the latest circuits.
It's a VCR analyzer-Makes VCR
analyzing a snap (using two inexpensive accessories) ... and it
meets all manufacturers'
requirements.
It's cable-ready-Test all the latest
digital tuners.
It has unique patterns-Special
test patterns, plus standard pat-

terns simplify troubleshooting.
It's obsolete proof-It can be
updated as needed for new circuits
or formats ... quickly and
inexpensively.
Guaranteed Results: The VA62
can cut your service time in half on
all video circuits-new and old. We
guarantee it or we'll refund your
money at the end of 30 days.
Update Today: If you're ready to
update your bench to service the new
circuits of the 80's, write or call toll free today for a complete color
brochure.

TOLL-FREE 1-800-843-3338
In Canada Toll -Free 1-800-665-4871

I

South Dakota, Alaska, and Hawaii call

collect at 605-339-0100.

SNCOFR
For Information Circle (2) on Reply Card
For Demorostration Circle (3) on Reply Card

